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Welcome

i?*vr.Vv-"L

A Place to Belong

Dear Reader,

This year has been enveloped in one common theme: belonging. Whether it be in academia, athletics, or the arts, we
are always encouraged to become involved and to impact the community. Though it can be easy to poke fun at the
motto "Be Known," it is hard to argue that the professors and students at George Fox University don't care.
r ' j.vA-ii";

While at times it may feel that we are a random assortment of students, remember that we are all here for a specific
and cohesive purpose. We would not be here at George Fox if it were not a part of God's plan. Find comfort m

knowing that you truly belong here at this point in time, and that you are helping shape the lives of those around
you.

It is easy to feel divided; it is easy to feel separated by differing interests or majors. It is important, though, to
remember this: belonging does not mean fitting in everywhere. It means fitting into the right places at the right
times. It is easy to feel as though those with more notoriety are making a bigger impact than you, but that does not
take away from the effects that you've had, or the possibilities that lie in your future. Each of us has a place to take
and a story to share, and our team has hopefully provided an insight into these stories through this book.
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In alignment with our theme, our goal was to include as many members of the George Fox community m this book
as possible. Each and every person here has and will have a major impact on their environment, and we want to share
as many stories of those people as possible. In looking through this book, our hope is that \ou \\ill feel represented
by the people and histories depicted on these pages.
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Thank you for everything you have done to be involved on campus and with this book.
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STORY PORTRAITS
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St

Those who stand outJot their
contributions to the community.

ABIGAIL MA6SARILI

ACAREY ROSA

lihat Jojou hvc most in life?

IVhac dojou love most in I^e?

I love music. I lo\e lra\el, I love U-IIin^ stories. I lose i^oocl food

Honestly, in life I think I really love learning.
Whether it's learning more about the world,
or learning more about the human body, that's
something that I really love.

and good laughs. I Ifjve rain on niv l.i(. e, a \ iolin in mv hamis,

long hugs, and happy people. I supposi- if I had to pare it down,
I wf)uld say that I love getting to know people. W hether I'm on
a trip, in my tfnvn, or at sc hool, it 's rnv fasorite thing to get to
know people, hear their storv, and learti Irom them or have the

privilege of being there l<jr them. Mv faith is a hig part of mv
life, and I believe that the root of li\ ing it out is relationships. I
love creating, building, and developing relationships with the

Who do you consider to be your George FoxJamily?
I definitely consider my volleyball team to be my
George Fox family.

people God has gisen me.

Who iioyou coniiJer to he your (,cori}c hox jamily?
iw—r

IThat makes youJeel like you belong here, and how do you

I have been given some trulv ama/ing pe{)ple both in mv major
and minor wh{)are always there lor t7ie. I never expected tc)

help othersJeel like they belong, too?

find people I can feel complelelv comfortable around, who

At Fox, what makes me feel like I belong is the

make me feel safe. We all take care of eat b t)tber and I wouUln't

='iJ

trade these pet>ple frjr anvthing. Wdiat's ama/ing is I gatheretJ
the people who have become mv family f rom different places
my major, my minor, and mv living area antl thev all met
each other and became a lamilv. I'm never alone. Whether I'm

openness to talk about Jesus. It's okay to pray before a
test and to make Jesus jokes.

CMCO class, or pulling an all-nighter in mv dorm lobby, I'm

What is the most important thing you've learned since
coming to George Fox?

close to people I care abrjut who are there lor me. They're
creative, they re quirky. .Sometimes they're the misfits or the

One of the most important things I've learned is

misunderstood, the ones you might not notice. I hey're the kids

how strong prayer is. I've gone through many trials

in Ross for thetjry t)r ort hestra, editing in the video lab for a

with big hearts and complex mintis, maturity and grace. They've

literally become my family. I'm the group mom, and thev call me
that in public. They're down for a midnight drive to Portland,
they re not afraid to talk about their hurts and struggles; they're
always up lor making terrible (brilliant) memes. Their values
and their voices make me better. They're kind, they're funny,
they re supportive, they're talented, and they're gootl at what

M

mm.,

but I have found that there is always peace in Jesus. I

definitely learned that here at Fox.

they do.

What makesyouJeel likeyou belong here, and how do you help others jec! like they belong here, loo?

What's really funny to me is that I grew up about 20 minutes away from Newberg, and before applying to attend here, 1 thought I had
this place figured out. I made this premature assumption that there wasn't going to be anything new for me to discover here. Obviously I
was wrong. It's been so delightful to experience the people here who get to know your name and will include you in their conversation or
activity. I can compliment a stranger and be friends with them in a second. 1 feel like I have multiple R A's because I spend time in different
places around campus and they've gotten to know me too.

As for me, I try to make a point of greeting people, especially those in staff positions, learning their names and giving a hug or word of
encouragement when I can. With the people I see most often, I happily set aside homework to talk if someone's hurting or needs an ear.
Deadlines are never more important than encouraging and taking care of the people around me, and 1 have been blessed with people who
care that much too.

What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

That there is more to everyone than meets the eye, and it's worth discovering. Also, that 1 need lots of hugs and chocolate to do well in
school.
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BREANNE SHERWOOB

ALYSSA BURCH

Profe

essor

\l'hac do you love most in life?

II hat do you love most in life?

Mv family. Thev have shaped \\ ho I am and iiave
allowed me to grow and be who I am. Thev will
alway.s be the ttne thing I know I can (.■oiint on.

My husband, and trees. I love trees because thev are
so life giving and I see God a lot in trees. Thinking
back to whenever someone would ask me if 1 could

have a million of something I would always think, I

Who Jo you consider to he your (icorijc lox loniilv?

want trees! Pine trees specifically because thev are
big, fire resistant, and have this majestic quality to
them to keep surviving which is inspirational.

I consider my volleyball team, some ol mv track
friends, and mv roommate to bi- lam i I v. I can count

on all of my teammates when I nt-i-d help. .Vlv

UTio do you consider to he your George Foxjamily?

roommate feels like a third sister to me.

Am
ili ■

yourself peop^ ;^rc ontherightpath it

will influence you to follow the right path also. Mv

relationship with God was almo.st nonexistent until I was encouraged and supported in establishing and exploring
my relationship. Without the right people next to me, I fear 1 may fall back into old unhealthy habits, or find mvself
caught in my own destructive thoughts.

The Terry's lor sure, Mark and Missy. Ever since I
was a student, and even now, 1 feel like thev are mv

^

family. Missy was my boss when 1 had a student job,
and Mark was in the Art Department when 1 did

^ /\i

■

ceramics. 1 went to their house for this thing thev
used to have called "Tuesday at Terry's," and I was
one of four people that started that back then. That
was my comfort zone, and looking back it is weird
not seeing them as much, but they are still mv Fox
family. The Terry's and the Art Department are mv
family.

■/.

What makes youJeel like you belong here, and how do you
help othersJeel like they belong here, too?

.■ I '
Lwti

^

II

^ feel likepeople
are so right
helpful
it helped
me
I belonged
offattheFoxbatthat
when
I was

a student, and then again coming back as a faculty
member. I always had people asking me "Hey can I help you with this?" or "Do you know where that is?". I almost

went somewhere else, but it was a student on campus who said to me "You look like you are visiting, do vou need
any help?" and even though it was a random student that day, it totally made a difference. It is mv place to make
students feel that this is the place to grow and help facilitate projects that teach technical skills but still let them
express themselves, that is really important.
What is the most important thing you learned since coming to George Fox?

To have patience with yourself, because nothing is going to come easily, as a student and a faculty member. There is
always a big learning curve. Just always be telling yourself that you are going to make mistakes, but vou are going to
adjust and learn to be ok with it. Changing a little bit and not being as perfect as you thought at first. You don't need

that A, you don't need that perfect score on your evaluations, you just need to keep growing as a human. Growth is
delinitely more important than perlection.

THE STUDENT COLLECTIVE
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CASEY DUDEK

BUDDY WEAVER

hat do you love most in life?

What Jojou love most in life?
!

Stories. People are stories and evervoni- lias their
own unique storv. Everyone as a eonimunitv eomes

I love my faith, my religion. I feel that apart from my faith, I

j

,S

don't really know who 1 am in Christ, and 1 want to be able to

1

,

live my life in a way as if God didn't exist. I am really passionate
about studying the Bible and church teachings, and 1 get a lot of
pleasure out of teaching. Also, I love to be around people and 1
have made more friends in the first six months here at George
Fox than 1 had in the first six years of secondary education. It is
going to be hard here and 1 want to continue the relationships I
have built, it is amazing what God has done for me here.

together and that's where the stories are lound.
li'ho do you consider to he your (leorije lo\ jumiiy.''

I don't want my George Eox family to hi- an exclusive
family. I want it to be peojile that 1 si^i- day to day, but

; bB

also the ones that I haven't seen lor a while. I hey re
so friendly that I can connect \% ith them o\er a cup

H

of coffee even though 1 ha\ en't talki.'d to them in
several weeks, just like we're best li iends. 1 also do
really enjov seeing the same people day-to-day in my
classes, in my hall, in my dorm and the lobbies. My

^

If

¥4

,

'
-f

i

I
,

The people that Ilive in Fulton street house with, we are a tight

l^nit group of guys. I also love the shared practices cohort and
folks at SpiL and ASC. Juniors Abroad was also a very tight
group that 1 enjoyed being with. It was really awesome seeing so

^

j

j

ir/jo do you consider to be your George FoxJamily?

manv sights but if 1 hadn't gone with all mv friends, I wouldn't
t.

have had such a wonderful time.

George Fox family are the people who are centered
H'bat makesyoujeel like you belong here, and boiv do you help others

on Christ here at school.

What makesyouJeel like you belong here, and how do you
help othersJeel like they helong, too?

j;

\

i "* ■ "I

I think that what makes me leel like I belong here is

J

^

"y

B

'

has transformed my life here and taught me what it means to

''

be a Christian. I have had an amazing journey here learning,

living and growing with other people in their faith, and pursing
the truth and diving into God's word, scripture tradition and

the openness of people and the willingness ol people
to be vulnerable; the fact that 1 can be vulnerable
back to them and trust that they won't hurt me in

that respect. I try to talk positively most ot the time
and be welcoming to outsiders, even though that is
strange and difficult at times.

Before I came here I didn't really have a lot of friends, I didn't

know how to be a friend I was very lonely and unhappy. God

^■ f'

^
■■

■

^

1 notice people who are sometimes left out or misfits and 1 try
to treat them with the same attention and concern that 1 would

"

popular or have

feel that

open up to me and tell me about themselves, 1 leel that we are on
good terms and trust each other.

What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

The most important thing I've learned is that there is one way to get to Heaven and gain eternal life, but there are
many way to define Jesus. Not everybody has to pray a sinner's prayer and overnight be a Christian, sometimes it's a
long process to attain your salvation.

li'hac is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

Controversial as it may seem, the Catholic faith is the one that has it right, and everv other has a contradiction. I think there is a general
sense that people don't know why we exist or what we are to do, and there is so much confusion and uncertainty. The Catholic Church does

not have this uncertainty, and it has given me a firm foundation where I can be certain ol things. I have realized that you ha\e to be charitable
and understanding; as a Catholic 1 am a part of this huge story of God's plan ol salvation that started with the very beginning, then Abraham,
and continues with Jesus and his apostles, on to the present day, until the end ol time. We are all called to be the next generation of heroes
in this great story, and I want to help invite people into this story, the story that does not end.

I feel that all that matters is we gain the kingdom of God. We can make all the money in the world, we can help every person we are able to,

we can become famous, but if we do not end up in heaven, what is the point? The only way to get to heaven is to die and go through God s
death. I know it is not the most popular or politically correct point of view, but it is worth it; it is worthwhile to be a Christian and keep the
commandments and carry our cross every day.
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CHANDLER BRUTSCHER

ERIN ROWLAND

Student

What do you love most in life?
1 love the moment when a liyht yoi-s oil lor someone

and they connect. I live for thost' moments. I can see
that they are identifying with something that ihev
love and are truly living. I lo\e i-dil viny n.-laiion.ships
with others. 1 love when I can h-arn something
amazing that teaches me that Clod is bigger and
better than I ever thought. That leads me to challenge
myself to see God dilferent than I ever ha\ e, and
that leads me to communicate such wondi-rs thrt)ugh
creating art.

IV

' VI

Student
what do you lore most in life?
I love spending time yvith my friends and doing the
things we enjoy — track, photography-, and spending
time in nature.

ir/io do you consider to he your George Foxfamily?
The girls on my floor are definitely my George Fox
family, and I love the track family too.

What makesyoufee! like you belong here, and how do you
help othersfeel like they belong here, too?

Who Jo you consider to he your Geor^jc fox fanUlv?

The Terry's, particularly my boss in tbe pn-sident's
office, Missy. My professors, people, frii-nds, and
all those who have crossed through mv path while

Living here on campus and being part of the track
team has really made me feel like part of the
community. 1 try to help anyone out if I see that
they're struggling with something.

attending Fox.
What do is the most important thing you've learned since

What makesyouJeel like you belong here, and how Jo you
help othersJeel like they belong here, too?

My boss Missy has really had an effect on mv sense of
belonging here at George Fox. We share life together
on and off campus. I spend time with their familymaking memories and knoyving that I have people

coming to George Fox?

Flard yvork pays off. If you put your maximum effort
into something, it'll be sure to help you in the long
run.

that I can count on among them. The support that the
Terry family has offered me has been heart yy arming,
as well as helpful. They help me feel important. I
want to offer these same feelings and things to others,

not just as a counselor, but also as a mutual relationship yvhere I help them and they help me. I yvant to he empathetic
of others and truly understand yvhere they are at in life, in and outside of the classroom. I yvant to communicate care
through my actions.

What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?
I have learned that there is little in life that I am 100% certain of. Your life is only what you make it to he.
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HANNAH SPIVEY

IMANI KAMAU

Student

Student

What do you lo\e most in life?

What do you love most in life?

We have the ability to constantly liecomc i>ctler.

1 love my culture, I feel like I appreciate it more now
that I am not surrounded by it everyday. I am from

J

Whether life is hard or going great there's alw avs
room for improvement, and lindintj the balance
between growing and being content is one ol the
mysteries that make life worth living.

Kenya and our culture is very unique and not known
to a lot of people, so I really love it.

II'/]0 do you consider to be your George Foxfamily?
Who do you consider to be your Cieorge box fa

I don't have groups of people; I have friendships with
different people. I don't have any specific group

There are a lot of people. One of the things that I love
most about Fox is how easy it is to get to kncjw new
people. There are mv roommates, and classmates,
and professors, but there arc also my roommates'

necessarily.

What makesyoufeel like you belong here, and how do you
help othersfeel like they belong here, too?

friends and classmates who continue to become

better friends with you, and all of those people's
friends. Some of my closest f riends now 1 met by
happenstance because of someone else. That's \vhat's
great about a small campus.

The different ways God has revealed my purpose here
through classes and questions people have asked me.
I have changed my major four times, but God has

What makes youfee! like you belong here, and how do you
help othersJeel like they belong here, too?

used different people to ask me different questions
to direct me to my major now, and he confirmed
that through a discussion group I am in. If I went to
another school I feel like I wouldn't have been able to

figure
it out,
because this is a Christian community
O
'

Honestly I guess it's just that other people seem to
think so. 1 have a community of people here \% ho
want to spend time with me, and by being at Fox I
have a lot of opportunities to reach my goals later
in life. I try and extend that same welcome that I've

and that makes me feel like I am here for a higher

purpose than just college. I feel like I really belong
here at this specific time in my life.
To help others feel like they belong, I do what I love,
which is sharing my culture — and people seem to be
interested. I have passion for my culture. Being here,

received to others I meet. The surest way to feel like

you don't belong is for someone else to say you don t,

people have a different image of where I come from;

so I try not to do that.

they think Africa and think poverty, and so I think that makes me have a passion. Africa is a lot more than what the
media shows and that's why I have a strong love for it more than I did when I was there.
What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?
What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

There have been so many things. I think that ultimately I've learned to really develop what I believe, and to
constantly strive to get better at acting on it. I've learned that my life is better wben I take the focus off of myself and

Not to stress out about life, God has it under control. I don't know how he will get me to the places I need to be, but
he has it all figured out and it's really relaxing just knowing that and grasping that aspect.

put it on God. I hope to continue learning how to do that in the future.

I have been part of the International Club and I am an event planner for that club, I also did a dance for World's Got
Talent. I want to try to be a multi-cultural rep. I also teach Swahili.
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IL

lEREWITHERSPOON

Executive Assistant to the VP

Student Life

JOHN BENNETT

Adjunct Twjessor ofThotography

What do you love most in life?

U Tiaf do you love most in life?

This is easy: Jesus, my family. I lo\e hanyintl '"-'l ^\ ith

That is a broad question. First, it would be my
wife, Nancy. God put her in my life to be an
encouragement and support through all the things

my family. My "family" includes the canine \ arietv

as well. Family can also be friends we ha\e adopted.
Oh, and I love Facebook.

that I do. Next would be the hope of salvation. .And

Who do you consider to be your Gcorfje Pox family?

then on a simpler basis, I would say that I love that I
have been able to support my family and make a living
using my passions.

My co-workers have become like familv, \\ hicb
includes tbe student employees tbat work in mv
office. Over the years many of these students have

w

;

nJTft!' ■

' >,

B'Tjo do you consider to be your George Foxfamily?

become personal friends. Watching them graduate,
begin careers, get married, have children, travel the
world...it is very rewarding. While it is alwavs hard
to see them go, the impact they have on mv life is
lifelong. I am still really good friends with a woman

The large picture would be anyone that has ever gone

with whom I was a leader on a serve trip when she-

the art department.

to or is currently going to George Fox. Whenever
I meet someone in that category I feel a familiar
connection them. Next would be my students, and
then the more intimate family would be the faculty of

was a freshman. .She now has three children. That

was over 1 5 years ago.

MTiat makesyoufeel like you belong here, and how do you
help others feel like they belong here, too?

What makesyouJeel like you belong here, and how do you
help othersfeel like they belong here, too?
When

^

our community that solidified my sense of belonging
was getting involved in tbe
ctf others. Walking
alongside others perhaps the most important
aspect to my faith. When you walk through life with
someone you also have to be vulnerable with them.
That is how you help others feel connected: being

authentic and vulnerable. Do not be afraid to share your story, both the struggles and the successes of your life.
Being open with others breaks down the barriers and allows us to see how much we are alike. Once you understand

God has always given me a sense of what I should

be doing and where I should be doing it throughout
my life, and I have that sense at Fox. Because I see
how young photographers are growing through the
program that we offer, I leel a very direct belonging.
I attempt to treat others as if this is the place that
God has put them right now. I try to push them in
their learning, in a way that will be encouraging and
inspiring.

I'Vhat is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

the benefit of vulnerability, you will be more open to others, which then makes us feel like we "belong," or, arcknown.

As a professional photographer for 30+ years, I'm always refining the way 1 teach. When looking at students' work, I
attempt to balance between seeing it in terms of who they are, and in who I want them to be. I \e learned the art of

What do you think is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

intentional, yet subtle, critiquing to motivate students to push themselves in what they do.

Fox has been a training ground for me in learning to accept people just as they are. My care for them surpasses any
differences we may have, and allows me to accept their viewpoint and perhaps even learn from them. Coming to

grips with this concept has allowed me to love people more fully. And that has been the most important thing I have
learned since coming to Fox. I haven't mastered this yet, but 1 experience the benefit of this and will continue to
move towards unconditional love.
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What do you love most in hje?

^
T
I
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Adjunct Prc^essor

Art

What do you love most in l^e?

As far as school and mv career goes, I love stor\ ti lline. I think
storytelling is really important to discover who von are, how
you fit in the world, and how other people do too. .Xnd it is also
how God writes stories in our lives, and kinil of writes together
the narrative that fits everyhodv together in the storv. So, I

1
I

think storytelling is really important, and it opens voiir eves to
things you never would have seen before. I love to reail, I love

W

novels, I love reading journalism magazines, just learning. .And
'love being able to tell those stories, too. I think that's reallv

Ik,

» peol.1 veth xcangeofidas,Ilikethgrowth
KAREN BOWDOIN

lULIA HOWELL

important. That's kind of the lens

the

through,

through stories, so I really enjov learning more about it and

■B
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People, I think it is just people... I love teaching. That

is my passion. I think that's what love most, aside

- • •

BOBt

from familv,
of course. I love the interaction with
d *

when people exchange ideas. 1 like how it is not just
one idea and a different idea, it becomes this whole

new entity. That is what 1 like about it.

IVho do you consider to be your George Foxpamily?

able to

The faculty that 1 work with is definitely family to
me, and then the students, when I have them in

j

^

department. I think it is hard when you first start going to
college to find your niche, and I kind of had a hard time doing

^

that at first, lived in Hobson,

^jSp

^

apart from

everyone else on campus, so it was like,"where am I goinj* to lit

iSjik

'thought I might like journalism,
^

these

newspaper

cool pe<)ple. That's

most people who have had the most impact on

the classroom. I really like to develop that kind of
relationship with them. It feels like family to me,
my students do, and I think that sometimes I mother
them too much.

HTiat makes youfeel like you belong here, and how do you
help othersPeel like they belong here, too?

through the newspaper. Then there is the English

pH

We are kind of like a family; even though we're
read books

familv

All the professors are great,
to be a

o(. That

What makesyoujee} like you belong
they belong

help others

on the newspaper, getting involved in working at the .*\RC,
being involved with the English department, and then also living

on campus is really important. Just making friends in your living area really helps cement your sense of belonging here. I think the staff and
the faculty work really hard to get to know you one on one, which is really cool. I have had a lot of professors reach out to me and to establish

The people who are here, because they truly care
about you. 1 could go to students, 1 could go to
faculty, and know that they care. 1 like it when people
are real. So, when I try to make other people belong,
I think that is the key: to be real, not to be more than

you are. Just to be yourself and try to put yourself in
their shoes, try to understand where they are at the
moment, what they are going through, and I think
that is key for me.

that relationship so that has been important to me in my academic and in my personal career. How I help others belong I think is by being
involved, by being in leadership positions. I was a peer advisor one year, and working in the ARC really helps freshman leel like thev are

What do you think is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

getting to their place with writing at least. With the newspaper as well, I feel like it helps people figure out what they want to do with their
life, if they want to be a writer or not, sometimes that helps. Being there for people when you can be, with your relationships that you have,

That's a tough one, because I have learned so much. I think for me it is learning not to jump to conclusions. To not
judge people, because when people do things in a way that you might not like or do things that you do not want them
to do, there is usually a reason behind it. There has usually been some type of pain that they have gone through,
some type of experience that has made them who they are. People are not just good and bad people. People have
had experiences and have gone through things that are not particularly happy or good. If you can put yourself in that

just being there for people and hearing their stories.
What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

A struggle is being too intentional in my academic life, just focu.sing too much on grades and doing well academically. I've reallv learned at

George Fox that, while that s important, people arc al.so really important, even more-so sometimes. .So, you know, if mv roommate is having

position and realize that about them, you can try to connect with them where they are at.

a meltdown and crying and I have a paper due the next day, I have to make that decision. Am I going to work on the paper or am 1 going to
make the time to help her. In the long run it always helps if you help people first, that is the most important thing; making time for bot^h, but
definitely being there for people, too.
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KELLY BORROR

KAYLA NIELSEN

Undergraduate Pwgram Coordinator

IVhat do you love most in lijc?

Family. They arc alwavs super su|5p()rti\i-, earinti, and
loving. They arc really important to me. I am iiettina
used to living away from my f'amilv, but I leel that the
distance makes it more fun when we yet to see each
other.

What do vou Jove most in life?

I
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Spending time with mv family. The people in my family are

J

the most important people to me. My relationship with

I I^ P \ Li Li

them, and with others, is the only thing that will last beyond
lUl

_
J

arm

this life. I am happiest when they are doing well. When anv

pA Vi

one of them is struggling, I struggle. I have invested mv life

bH

in them - the best investment I could ever make.
After my family, one of the things I love the most in lite is
beautv. This could be the beauty of a sunrise, or the beauty
of reading something that is wonderfully written. lam

Who do you consider to be your Georcjc lox family?

rl

Generally, everyone on my floor in Coffin.

w ■|

.

moved as I watch people do beautiful things, like ice dancing
or listening to people sing beautiful music. All of God's

j

creation is beautiful. Ilove Him even more for filling this

What makesyouJeel like you belong here, and hotv do you
help othersfeel like they belong here, too?
How welcoming, and not the just studv bodv, but
also the professors and administrators are. How easy
it is to get help when you need it, and not just be a
number. My floor mates inclucle evervone and try to
make everything work with each other, same with my
basketball team. I try to invite people and not lea\e

world with beautiful things to look at and enjoy.
Ilove mv work, and most importantly, Ilove working with
the students. The student emplovees, whom I have the great

privilege of sharing life with, make a significant impact on my
life, and bring me great joy. I hold these relationships dear,
and will treasure them well beyond my years at George Fox.
ho Jo vou consider to be your George FoxJamih?

-»

."V //,,

biggest blessing has been the friendships that I have
developed over the last 13 years working at Fox. I have

anyone out; I put a smile on and help as much as I can.
,—

What is the most important thing you've learned since
coming to George Fox?

friends and colleagues here who have walked with me

through all the good stuff, the sad stuff, and the tough stuff
Kelly Borror

dt
D

-

_ thev are like familv to me. Currentlv, I have family at Fox,

kIt*JergtaJuj> Proflf.itD
Proflf.ltD CocOT.atC''
klr*jergtajuj>

youngest
are inthetheir
freshman toand
junior
years. °How
many children
parents have
opportunity
work
here their kids go to school? For me, that is one of the

Maybe seeing everyone's differences and yet
understanding and seeing tbat we are all somewhere

along the lines struggling to do one thing, but we can
all come together and have fun. Ditferences do not
matter; in the end, we are all trving to achieve a goal.
It is hard.

—

H'ftar makes youJeel like you belong here, and how do you help others
Jeel like they belong here, too?

My place to belong is in the College of Business. As the Undergraduate Program Coordinator, my goal is to help people to feel
comfortable in our office. I want people to know we want them here. I want our office to be a place where people feel encouraged
and supported. Along with my place in the College of Business, I also feel like I fit in the broader culture at Fox. I am an ambassador
lor George Fox wherever 1 go.

II hut is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

I've learned that the mission statement of the university could be adapted to lit anywhere. I think it is the mission statement that

drives who we are, and the desire to do things with excellence, because we do it all in the name of Christ. I have also learned that
nothing stavs the same. Though that can be hard, it also helps us to be flexible and to empathize with people who are going through
change. When vou work somewhere for manv years, you see the lull circle of life. From the birth of faculty and staff children, tt^ the
passing of students, and colleagues. There are weddings to attend, and new positions to celebrate.. .you live life with people, and that
is a great thing. That is what it is all about, living life in community and supporting each other. You can influence people by the way

you care for them, and by how vou allow God to live in you. 1 think about the scriptures that say, "you are the salt of the earth", and,
"you are the light of the world." YOU, be the light. YOU, be the salt. Make life tasty. Go Bruins!
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KELLY CHANG

LAURI SMITH

Vrojessoi ofPsychology
What do you love most in life?

I love inspiration. I love it when I am inspired by
scriptures to see God in new wavs. I io\ e it \\ hen
I am conversing with stuclents and seeing good

lifc
5r%r

Professor ofDesign
What do you lore most in IJe?

#9

I love people. I love all different kinds of people and
knowing their stories.
Who do you consider to be your George FoxJamily?

conversations happen. I also lo\e bt-autiiid sunsets.

Nicaragua, Hawaii, and Oregon all have great sunsets
because we get to watch it over the ocean. In Hawaii,

. V.

you can almost always expect bright gret-n and bright
blue. When I went to Mount Hood, it was cloudy

Ik

*

JF

and rainy except for where we went; Cjod s vastness

and beauty was fresh to be in. It opens your mind up,

*

What makes youJeel like you belong here, and how do you
help othersJeel like they belong here, too?

instead of being like,"Oh, I'm used to this."

^

Who do you consider to be your (leorge box family?

p

1 feel like I belong at George Fox because God called

^ A
P6

Well, my department is like a lamily to me. We have
been working together for a long time. I am really
blessed to have colleagues that get along well, and
have a lot of love, respect, and shared purpose with

me here. In 2005, I felt that the Lord asked me to

fast my Interior Design business and not take on
any more projects. As soon as that was coming to
an end, I had a call from George Fox saying that I
was recommended to teach by a teacher I had when

one another. I think of my students as my kids. Many
students arc here because they are entrusting us to

help them discover who they are and who they are
called to be. I try to think about what is the best lor
them as they are figuring it out. I learn a lot from
my students. It is fun, being able to get to know my
students. That is why I am here.

What makes youJeel like you belong here, and how do you
help othersJeel like they belong here, too?

There are a lot of things. I think for me, the fact that God can call me to do work in Nicaragua, and that I can
combine that so easily to mentor students and research. The way they all can fit together. I teach a lot of general

The Art and Design Department. A big reason
for this is because three of the people that 1 teach
with I also went to college with. That makes a big
difference. We are a close-knit group.

I

?

I was studying at George Fox. I decided to go back
to school to get a master's degree. My finals were
completed on Tuesday night, then I flew that night to
Oregon to start my new job on Wednesday morning.
Everything that went into my coming to Fox came by
steps and at the right times. That is how I knew that
the Lord wanted me here, one miracle after another.

I help others to feel that they belong because I truly
feel like these students and people around me belong
here. Since I have come to this stage in my life, I have

realized how fast life comes and goes. 1 want to slow down, hear what is going on with people, and try to listen to if
the Lord has something to contribute in those moments. 1 listen to hear if God has something to communicate to me
during my interactions with others. Oftentimes He does.

psychology classes, so I am around a lot of freshmen. I try to learn all their names and be available for those who
want to go deeper. I have taught first year seminar because I care about incoming students. I'll be teaching LIBA
next year. I do have a heart for freshmen and helping them land softly in running.

What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

to God. In the midst of everything, I am to enjoy God and allow Him to love me. That is my purpose on earth. If
and when I know the incredible, deep love of God, there is no trial.

You can be smack dab in the middle of God's will and it will not be easy. There will be trials, but I know to cry out

On one hand, I learned to be more confident as a teacher. But one of the most important things 1 liked and am still
learning about is all the different ways God designed people to love him and serve him. All the different passions and

journeys they go on to discover, who they are and their purposes in life. I don't think learning ever stops; learning
that learning never stops.
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LEAH PAYNE

Assistant Professor of Theologj

LIBBY McNAY

What dojou Jove most in life?

What do you love most in life?

I love many thinj^s! Famil\', Irii'tids,

I love people. 1 love laughing with people and living
through both really fun and really hard moments. 1

clogs, bocjks, movies, T.V.; proijaidv \\ lial I love the

most are good stories. A good storv t an change a life

^
^

and the world!

Who Jojou consider to he your (icorgc Pox family?

^

love people and I love that God created us to he in
relationships with each other. That is prohahlv one
of the greatest blessings 1 have ever had. When you
are going through something, someone can he there
comforting vou, and 1 can he there for others.

As an alumni, I have known some people at George
Fox since I was 17 vears old. lAt-rvone (students,

IF/jo do you consider to he your George Foxfamily?

faculty, staff) feels like familv to me.

I would say definitely my two ResLife^staffs that I

What makes you Jcel like you belong here, and ban do you
help othersfeel like they belong here, too?
The enthusiasm of my students and the support of my
colleagues make me feel like I belong and I trv to give
the same to them.

m/dj

A M
What do you think is the most important thing you'ye
learned since coming to George Fox?

Mmik

What makes youfeel like you belong here, and hoiv do you

help othersfeel like they belong here, too?
The different mentors, and different friends and

"I

I've learned scj much from the Friends Church. One

is that loving God with your mind is a great wav to
experience the Holy .Spirit.

.

faculty that have invested in me and helped me see
my values, strengths, and weaknesses; they really

helpeci shape me into who 1 am now. I think I would

' '

like this is a place where people can bloom where
thev are planted. Ilike helping them to see their
values, because I have had that done for me.

What is the most important thing you're learned since coming to George Fox?

What I would say is that God is pursuing me, and I have realized that God is pursuing me in a way I never saw
before. I have learned that it is an amazing and overwhelming thing, yet it is so beautiful. Christ is pursuing a

personal relationship with me. I think it is the first time I've felt like I want to pursue Christ more than anything
else.
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MARK NATHLICH

Student

MARK POTHOFF

Dean ojCommunity Life
What Jojou love most in life?

What Jojou love most in life?

I think God has made us relational people, so I love connecting

I love God the most. 1 hjve exjjloring tlu- ssoi id he
created, living for Him, and just li-ariiing about Him
as I go on with mv life.

with people and not just in a casual level, which is still great
because vou cannot connect with everyone on a deep level, but

those deep intimate relationships. 1 love my family, my wile and
three ^irls. They are the light of mv life and are amazing. 1 love
beina here, what the school is about, and the things we do to
help students not just be known but help them grow and learn

Who do you consider to he your (ieortje lox family?

and have ^reat four vears of their lives.

I consider my family to he all of my frii'iids here at
ir/io do rou consider to bevour George Foxjamilv?

this school. Thev are here il I ever need to talk about

something, or if they need to talk about soim-thing

That is a hard question for me to answer. I am an alumnus, and
this is my 20th year working here, so I have been a part of this
community for 24 years. For me, it starts clear back to when I
was a student here. 1 had my best friends here, and they are still

with me. Also, I would include' proli-ssors that

are here to set me up for mv luture. 1 have built
up relationships with them, which will turn into
connections for future jobs. 1 think that is reallyimportant, and they are part ot my Cieorge F-ox
family. 1 feel like friends here are <liHerent, as they
are more grounded here, fhev have a better sense of
who they are, and that makes it easier to build those
lifelong relationships with them.

in my life today. 1 also think about the people I have worked
with the last 20 years. They arc all my family, and of course the
students who 1 have been able to develop relationships with over
the last 20 years, so the Fox family is huge. It is a beautiful thing.
What makesf'ou feel likejou belong here, and how do vou help others

m

feel like thej belong here, too?

I can remember the day 1 visited George Fox for the preview
day. I remember the sense when I stepped onto campus that

What makesyouJeel like you belong here, and how do you
help othersfeel like they belong here, too?

I belonged here. I have always felt that Fox has been a highly
relational place; that is why we talked about"Be Known" as our
lagline. Wc started that about six years ago, and when I heard it,

I feel like God called me to be here for some reason

I was like "well of course," because that is what we have always
been, but for me I feel like that has always been embedded in

because this is a school that no one Irom my high

school has even really heard of. Also, my friends
really make me enjoy my time here, f think f help
others feel like they belong Liy just being there if they
need to talk, or by going and doing things, asking
them to hang out, or just spending time with them, f
think that is one of the most important things you can do with friends; trying to be nice to everyone and being open

the fabric of our culture for as long as I have been around. That
is what made me compelled to want to work here even after I
was a student, because I felt like I belonged and it was a good
fit. I believe in what we are doing, and what we are about with
our mission and vision. I try to help students find their niche

to new friendships.

and encourage them with whatever that may be. Whether a student is struggling in some area, or they are not doing well, or even if there
is a community accountability issue, I want the student to know that they belong, arc cared tor, and have a place and a purpose here. There
is a place for everyone here, for some it takes a little longer to find it than others, but everyone can belong and find their place. It makes me

What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

to start small with what they're passionate about or what they have interest in, and start there even if it is intimidating.

Growing up f did not really have a strong faith even though f went to church. Last year f really developed a strong
faith in Christ, just learning about Him in class and reading the Bible, because f never had read the Bifile before. I

What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

really sad when students are having a struggle finding a fit. You are going to get out of George Fox what you put into it, I encourage students

think learning about God is the most important thing f have learned here, because now he is the center of my life, as
everything revolves around Him.

As a student, I really learned who I was and what my gifts and passions are. The person that was in the same job role I am in now, when I was
a student, started to ment<5r me and believed in me and he saw gifts in me I never knew I had. I really learned who I am, how God has gifted
me, and that I could do more than 1 thought was possible through God. As an employee, I have learned to love people and to care about
people, extend kindness, mercy, and grace to people. I've also learned to put my .self out there and go beyond what 1 thought possible with
students ttj help them feel known, valued, and cared for. 1 learned that I love being in teams working with the other employees. They are

amazing people. I love what we do together to make George Fox a nice place. I love seeing Fox growing and changing over time. It's fun to
see not just student growth, hut new programs and buildings going up; these are all great signs of growth in our community.
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MICHAEL ZICCARELLI

Student

What do you love most in life?

MIRANDA PARK

Student
What do you love most in IJe?

I love spending time with |te()|5le wiio ha\ i' the

I love people. I think that building those relationships

same morals and interests as mvsell, hi-eaiise I am

and creating deeper relationships with people is a

able to feel comfortable with beiiiij nn-. I Ion c the

beautiful thing to be able to do.

relationships that are made and tin- Iriendships that
last a lifetime. The sunny days at the heacli and the

II ho do you consider to be your George FoxJamily?

rainy days all wrapped U|i in blankets. I lo\e that Jesus
we do not deserve it but since he clied tor us, we can

Mv floor mates, probably. Just the ability to laugh and
support each other. I think it is such a cool thing to go

live with him.

from the beginning
of the ^year not knowing
anvone,
O
O
O
-

Who do you consider to he your Georcjc I ox family?

to being able to sit down and joke or talk about our
davs. We're able to support each other through bad

came and sacrificed himsell lor us, and the tact that

days and celebrating good days. It makes it feel more
I consider the people I make relationships with and

like home, because if 1 did not have those connections

share the same beliefs with to he my George Fox

it would be a lot harder.

family. The people I spend most of my time \\ ith and
the people I live with.

What makes youJeel like you belong here, and how do you
help othersfeel like they belong here, too?

What makes youJeel like you belong here, id how Jo you
help othersJeel like they belong here, too?

1 am surrounded bv Christians here. I think that

I feel like I belong here because almost everyone
I have talked to is so gracious and kind, and they

helps me feel like I belong, because we are all on this
spiritual path of growth and this journey. It is cool
to be able to mix that journey with other peoples'.

genuinely care about me. They make me teel like

I think that being able to build that community

I am back at home and give me a reason to smile

with other Christians and to grow spiritually with
them is important. Taking the time to form those
deep relationships helps them know that they are
important, and I think that is a big part of feeling like
you belong. It is knowing that you are not alone.

every day. They accept me for who I am and are very

gracious in their actions. I teel like I help others teel
like they belong because I can relate to them. I am
definitely not the brightest or the most attractive but
I know that I am made perfect in God's eyes, so I feel

comfortable being myself, and other people feel comfortable being themselves around me as well.

What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

1 think I am learning so many things right now that it is hard to focus in on one thing. 1 think one of the biggest
things is about myself and my relationship with God. Through the classes that 1 have and through the professors and
what they are teaching, I am learning more about myself, but 1 am also learning more about my relationship v\ ith

I learned that it is not about the schooling, or the sports, or fun; it is about the relationships you make. Your

strongest relationships and longest-lasting relationships are going to come from college. Being around other
Christians in college is a wonderful way to grow in your faith and truly find out who you are going to become. You

God and what it means to be Christian. I think that is a huge part ot what 1 am learning about right now.

are able to strengthen your faith and surround yourself with others who are doing the same. "For iron sharpens iron
as one man sharpens another."
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OLIVIA POTHGFF

NOELLE HO

Assistant Prc^essor
What do you love most in IJe?

If'hat Jojou love most in hfc?
1 love the idea of vulniTai)iiitv. It has the power to
bring unity and lorgiveiiess. W'iii-re tlnn- is honesty
and vulnerabiiitv, nothing had tan happen. It is easy
to hold back when ansuering simple (jiiestions like,
"How are vou?" But there v alue
stopjiing artel
thinking before I respond to these simple t|uestions.
It is important to be real \\ ith peojtle.

K

Newberg

V

V

people. The George
extends into the town. From my moments
as a

m

different way with the community, and I have the

3^1

^

do not see each other as of ten, hut vv hene\ t-r we

V

^

see each other, it is always a hajtpv meeting. They

J Who do you consider to beyour George Foxfamily?

""ll When 1 first think about who I consider to be my

always there for me
was going thri^ugh
tough times, or just going through
various
emotions. My international

I
^

their sister; they make
of me. Also, the people

girlfriends who all went to Fox with me. Once a
S*^ somewhere fun, even through the
tough seasons. George Fox has been the glue in our

like

take
through A.SC. I've

MrSWL./

grown the most by being with people on .ASC. One

Bt __ jTMCTfcr •

^55^

'.JliSw

important thing they taught me was to put mvself out

A

Talking with people who are going through
same
thing as me; making connections on
personal
level; meeting people who are striving ft^r the same
place makes me feel like I definitely hclctng. Making

others feel like they belong makes me feel like I belong. I try to be a good listener and validate people's experiences.

'ii|l

^^sSf

there.
What makesyouJeel like you helonij here, and hoiv do you
help othersJeel like they belonp here,

I
i__

people smile at one another here and just genuinely
to help each other

Three specific indivitluals I met Ireshman vear. We

I ^L.

campus

to

chance to extend that to my kids now. I love that

Who do you consider to he your (icorijc lt>\ juniilv?

m

grow.
place

iWjKS^
]

a great

f

^

relationships. We can go through marriage, having

.

babies, and growing families together. We celebrate

f

every
single baby and wedding together no matter
what. Having roots in a friendship is really important
if you are lucky enough to find those genuine friends.

■is' wSBk^H
■Bfc'
HlKLi

think
about my husband's boss. Brad Lau, who is the
best boss I could ask for my husband. He is a decade
'^"'V

JLulJtaJMM

older than my husband, acts as a mentor for him, but
values him as a friend too. I also consider the whole
student life department to be a part of my Fox family.

What makes youfee! like you belong here, and how do you help othersJeel like they belong here, too?

It is an important thing I live by. I also like to see the good in people. Abraham Lincoln once said, "I don't like that

man, I must get to know him better." First impressions are not always true, and people deserve second chances.
What is the most important thinpyou ve learned since coming to George Fox?
Some problems are not for you to solve, and some questions are not for you to answer. I have always been the
problem-solving kind of person. I would expect myself to solve all problems. But my friends and family helped me

At the end of the day I reflect on my experiences at Fox and I get excited for others to have the same kind of
experience. Knowing that 1 can help others have that keeps me at Fox. Eighteen to twenty-five were huge years of
exponential growth for me when I look back on my time. There are a lot of big question marks during that time in
one's life. Fox is a great place to incubate those with like-minded people
What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox^

realize that God is the only one who can help everyone, and that it's okay for me to not to have an answer. This

realization took a big burden off my life. I am small and I am here to walk along with people and support them.
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You never arrive. Fox has taught me to love people as they are "becoming," not for who they will be. There were so
many who poured into me as 1 was "becoming" and made me feel like I belonged.
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PAUL ANDERSON

Twjessor (^Biblical S^Quaker Studies

RAEANN MORELLI

Student

What dovou love most in IJc?

What do you love most in life?

I tfiink wfiat brings me the most joy are the different aspects

I love God, my familv, sludents, and st-r\ ina people
in a place like George Fox University. I low leacliing
people in a wav that changes thi-ir li\ (.-s and htdps

of community. Specirically, hearing about w hat people are

currently learning and what God is teaching them. I loye to
ha\"e someone come up to me and he excited, or may he in a
harder place with their life, and just say,"Alright, this is what

them to develop in a way that will eventually change
the world. That is my spiritual calling and \\ hv I teach

God is teaching me." The excitement that comes from watching

someone grow, as well as being encouraged in my own growth,
is amazing. 1 just loye being in community with people, so 1
guess that what 1 truly loye most in life is other people. 1 loye the
encouragement that comes from walking alongside people. One
of the other cool aspects of that is more specifically related to
worship, I haye found. Getting to play music with someone is,

at George Fox University.
Who do you consider to he your (icorgc Fox family?

Those who are in the college of Christian .Studies. I

in a lot of ways, a really special place for me because worship is

also strive to create a sense of fainilv in the classes

really significant to mc. To get to enter into worship with other

that 1 leach here. I want to create a "community of
learning" where students feel that they can keep in
touch with me and their peers as they plan for the

really fun.

people, and to see different sides of people's musical abilities, is
If/io do you consider to be your George Foxfamily?

future.

ResLife has been a big part of me finding community, hut it is

definitely not just the people in ResLife that 1 would consider

What makes youJeel like you belong here, and boiv do you

my George Fox Family, which 1 think is really cool! A lot ot

help othersJeel like they belong here, too?

times you can get into it and you can get stuck in just that

one group of people. But lor me, ResLife has been more of

The George Fox University missicm as being a Christcentered, Quaker community helps me to feel like 1
belong here, because that is also where my personal

a catalyst to proyide that basis to find a greater community,
because it giyes you a reason to go say "hi" to someone you do
not know. Granted, anyone can do that, hut being an RA makes
it easier. So, 1 think that ResLife itself is a really big part of

passions reside. The community that we have here
helps me to take following Jesus seriously, and I

my Fox family, hut it has also giyen me the chance to find my
people through sometimes the most random of ways. I haye
found friends through engineering, through different church

want to influence others to do so as well. I want my

classes to help students feel that authentic learning

things, and from things that 1 honestly would haye deemed
"insignificant" moments. 1 just clicked vyith someone and vyas
able to tell that we would he good friends. So, 1 feel like my

is welcomed and that it is also a place for worshiping
God, where Christ is our ultimate teacher.

Fox family is quite large. There are lots ol different sources of
community around here.

What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

What makes you feel like you belong here, and how do you help other people feel like they belong here, too?

Since coming to Fox, I have received a spiritual calling. That calling is to wholeheartedly seek truth through the
reading of scripture and to spread that truth to all who I come in contact with. I have had wonderful mentors in my

1 think it is interesting how vyhen most people talk about finding their college, they knew that it was the one Irom the Hrst da\ they came
to campus. For me, it was not necessarily that first visit that sold me. Still, for a myriad ot other reasons, 1 ended up coming here. The day
1 had that moment of clarity was the day 1 moved in. 1 remember my freshman floor R.A, Alicia, who came in and greeted me in a way that
said,"Welcome home. This is your space. You are here to make Fox dilferent because of the time that you spend here. It felt like she spoke
for the entire community in saying that I am an important addition, and that I am noticed and wanted. It was not like .Alicia premeditated
this moment, hut just by the nature of her welcoming me, that was enough lor me to tecl good about being here. In the same w ay, another

life who have encouraged me time and time again to seek the Lord and his commandments. I want to be the same
kind of mentor to mv students.

important opportunity sve have to serve on campus is to just make people feel welcome in whatever space that we consider to he our ow n.
In Alicia's right, it was her floor, and she welcomed me into that space that was her own. In any other facet ot this campus that we can

consider any sort of (iwnership in, we also have to give the gilt ol welcoming other people into that space as well. For me, a lot ol that has

been ResLife and engineering. The hospitality that comes with the gilt ol where we arc when we leel like we belong can ht passed along to
other people. 1 feel like that's what really kick-started it for me. There's just a lot of facets to this community that are so intentional and so
hospitable.
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REBEKAH ARIAS

REGAN HILL

Student

>V /

What do you love most in life?
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toward God, and it ail pcjints toward him and his

^

j

' **

1 love how everything in mv life c an lie re-ciirectcci
plan. Even if it seems like the wrontj wav, in the end

•

;

■

Going into college, I realized I loved small schools,

M

not because of any intimidation factors, but because

^ ^

of the extra help that is available. Stepping into the

you realize that it is ail part of this perfect plan that

big university world can be scary, but from the day

God has created, even in mv jourtiev to I-ox. 1 was

^
j/f^.

submit

^1^

study exercise science, but I felt God telling

\

admission

Fox, there

walking you through the whole process

me to study nursing. Now, I am so excited about
everything I am getting intcj. I felt as though Fox was

j^Ht

ll'hat do you love most about George Fox?

wonderful admission

who

the ultimate destination. I had a mentor \s ho was a
teacher at my high schocji. He had so much faith in me
believed in me so much and he helped to uncover

passion that I have fcjr understanding how the

^

g

j w jm'^

W

human body works and how intricate and beautiful it
1^-

jPHfaflBHBHBIi

j|^n^

and pastors who will sit down with you when you

can't stop your tears or simply want someone to

Gi^orge Fox, the guidance of others and

gave me that
what

all about.

What makes youJeel like you belonfj here, and how do you
y':

help othersJeel like they belong here.

Nursing is a strenuous environment that I'm in, but

^^1

Jj

some of my best friends come thrcjugh that. Everyone

knows what is at stake and has the same goal in mind.
Instead of competing, you
J

mH I

Who do you

ro be your

working together.

I

-

^

Fox family?

1

First of all, I have my brother here with me on
campus. I thrive with smaller groups. I have a few

•ipi ;

been walking around with their fingerprints tattooed

La;i'
expanded, and it always has room for more.

people in the nursing program who are like my family
that are my rock and help me get through difficult

times. Also my boyfriend, Skyler, the staff, and university ambassadors. They all bring me so much joy and help
me to get my mind off of school. I was never homesick freshman year. The people here make me so comfortable. In

What makes youJeel like you belong here, and how do you help othersJeel like they belong here, too?

comparison to my friends in high school, it s so different now. I didn't have any Christian friends, then I came here

I feel like one of the central themes I have seen here is to support, encourage, and grow along side with those

around you. Everyone here — professors, staff, students — cares about one another. They are truly invested in
not only your academics, but also your personal well-being and walk with the Lord. There is something about the

and saw everyone living out their faith.

What's the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

I have learned about being present. I have also learned how to be there for people who I may not nec:essarily know
what they are growing through. I have learned time management and also the value of relationship and community.

relationships that I have built and Oregon in all its beauty that makes me feel at home. It is all about cultivating
environments where vulnerability and openness can bloom and blossom, and allowing safe spaces to form where
people feel loved and accepted.
What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

Lately I have been learning a lot about intentionality. More specifically what it means to be intentional throughout
my relationships w ith God and others. I think there is so much importance in fostering relationships worth lighting
for.
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RICHARD SILVER

Director ofMail and Print Services

SADIE VARGAS

Student

What isjour favorite part about ivorkmij at (icor^e Fox?

IVhat do JOU Jove most in life?

The atmosphere and fellow c o workt-rs. I'he culture
you are a part ofancl the en\ ironnu-nt vou are
placed in can reallv make or break vour i-xperience.
1 went to college to become a voutb ministi-r, and

The thing that I love most in life is going out of my
comfort zone and creating memories. I take every
chance I get outside of studying and going to work
to go and do something out of the ordinary. We

working here has reallv brought that to lile. Working
among all the students hidps vou to stav \oung. The

have an extraordinary world with so many different

possibilities and activities we can do. I am only

environment and culture is inlectious.

here for a short time on this earth and I want to

experience as much as I can before I get too old to do
Who dojou consider to he jour Cieorpe Fox family?

so.

The whole campus is a jiart of mv familv, but I would
say that the people in mail and print ser\ ices are
really the ones in my Getn-ge Fox familv.

IlTio do JOU consider to bejour George FoxJamilj?

I would say my George Fox family would be the guys

and girls I have gotten the chance to meet and have
crazy moments with on my floor and in my freshman

What makesjou feel likejou hdoncj here, and hoiv dojou
help other peopleJeel like ihej helonq here, too?

dorm. The girls that I now call sisters have allowed
me to grow as a person, and we really have created a
family-like dynamic on our floor. The guys are always

When I first started wxjrking hi-re I was welcomed

with warmth and open arms; I was welcomed to the
family. I did not sense an aura of entitlement or a

there for some much-needed fun and messing around,

feeling of having to prove myself like in my last job. I
want to pay that forward to employees and students.

family and I love it.

but all of us together make up this big dysfunctional

What makesJOUJeel likejou belong here, and how dojou
help othersfeel like thej belong here, too?

What is the most important thing atjou have learned since
coming to George Fox?

The thing that makes me feel like I truly belong
here is the indescribable feeling and amount of real
connections that the community of George Fox's
student body holds. There is such a closeness that all

I have learned a lot of postal information. Being so
new, I did not have anv postal knowledge, and since
I have been the head of it f have learnetl a Itjt. It is

always changing; every day, week, month, or year there are new things such as regulations.

of us students have. Whether it is sitting under the clock tower and studying or tying a couple of hammocks to a tree
and chilling in the sun, all of us have this sense of closeness where we just accept each other for who we are with all

When JOU started working here were there anj surprises? Anjthing differentfrom whatjou had expected?

of our weird quirks and unique paths of life.

I expected everything to be warm and fuzzy since it is a Christian college. A good 70 percent of it is, but also there
is that aspect of business. There are still policies and procedures. When you break it down, there are still individuals

What is the most important thing jou ve learned since coming to George Fox?

with struggles, some who even come to work to escape those struggles. The difference between Fox and some other
schools is that at Fox you can .sit down and pray with those people. You do not have to worry about offending people,

One thing I have learned since coming to George Fox is how much you need community. When you first go to
college, you are clueless. You know very few people, everything is new, and you have no idea where anything is

you are more expected to do that kind of thing with people.

located. Also, half the time you are miles away from home and homesickness is literally the death of you. The only-

thing that gets you through is knowing you have 20 other girls on your floor, and however many guys and girls
around you, all going through the same exact situation. You learn to lean on each other, and in the end you get

through four years of college and come out a young adult ready to face the world!
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SARAH REID

SAMANTHA BIEVER

Director

Sports Marketing
in life?

What do you love most in life?

I love people most in life. Peopk' are iaseinalintJ and
messy and bcautilul and a thousand lo\e]v things and
' r' V'Ife'M.- •

*■
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^
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interactions that I have with people and learning who
they are and getting to see what makes them unique
special.
comes from my

it is the hest experience to kno\s and to hi- known by
people.
ffTjo do you consider to be your (ieorcje fox family?

jK.g
yifS
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My George Fox family is every person associated

fl* k ' IW

with George Fox. That is the truly wonderful thing.
become a part of a family that no one is excluded
a

from. I love knowing that 1 have the freedom to
participate

^ '
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I feel hke I truly belong here by the number of

I

people who take the time to learn my name and to

/

smile at me in passing. I like to help others feel like
they belong here specifically through my influence
as an RA. My goal has been to create a space where

^

^
■ n-fvi,nj

< ih''iV^

jO^
^

What makes youfeel like you belong here, and how do you

help othersfeel like they belong here, too?

Bh ^

sometimes it comes from when I am at my church and

God is speaking to me in powerful ways, sometimes

it comes in conversations with my mom. 1 love the
opportunity to truth and beauty in the world, in so
who do you consider to be your George Foxfamily?
Oh my goodness, who is

wJjSL^SBjKji^^n
I-

I love finding beauty in life. Lots of times that comes in

in my George Fox family?

Well, I immediately think of my student work study

t
^

team, because 1 truly love and cherish them, and feel
very responsible for them when they are under my care.

^

' think about my MarCom family over here and all the
people who 1 get to work with and learn from. Seeing
the way people care for each other as co-workers and as

.Am

friends and as people who are dear to them. I consider
all of George Fox my family. With what we want our

everyone can enjoy love and laughter together.

athletic events to be, which is a place where people
can come to experience community and
together
around the common cause of cheering for our teams,

What is the most important thing you've learned since

that what gives me the same type of feelings as when 1
am with

coming to George Fox?

The most important thing I have
coming to GFU is the value of seeking to understand

before seeking to he understood. If we all pursue an understanding of one another, then judgment goes out the
window and love takes its place.

H

close personal family.

What makes youfeel like you belong here, and how do you help
othersfeel like they belong here, too?

1 feel like 1 truly belong here because I get to he my full sell here. 1 have never had to filter who 1 am, and that is not
the case for every place that I have worked. 1 love the opportunity to mentor students and help them find what they are

passionate about. The opportunity to do that here is my favorite thing about my job. 1 really like helping people find what
they are passionate about and what they are good at, and giving them opportunities to flex those muscles in ways that
really matter. That really makes a huge, legitimate impact for our university.
What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

As a student I think I learned a lot about who I wanted to be when 1 "grew up". There were a lot of people who taught me
things in my classes and in extracurricular activities, but more importantly they modeled the person that 1 wanted to be

someday. .Since being here as an employee, 1 think 1 have seen how important what we do is. People come to college and
their lite changes, so when you are in a position of leadership at a college, you are helping facilitate an experience where
lives are going to be changed. You cannot discount what that does down the line. If one person s life changes, they change
another person's life and that is a really awesome, beautiful, and powerful thing to be a part of.
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SARAH TAYLOR

SARITA GALLAGHER

HAN Area Coordinator

Associate Trojessor ojReligion
in I^e?

IVbat do you love most in life?

This question makes me smile. I l<jve mv lariiiK. I have an inc redible

'WflH

husband, Dan, and three ad(jral)le daughters, .Waggle (7), 1 ucie
(5), and Grace C3 months;. Thev are the love and jov t>i inv lile. I

I absolutely love spending time in nature. Each year
^

love mv huge extended scattered around llu- country lainilv, and I
love being an aunt to nephews am) nieces ranging Iroin 10 months
to 20 vears old. I don't get to sec- a !(Jt of mv lamiK verv often, but
I have such a tremendcius love for lh<-in. I love music . I he sound

of Ella Fit/gerald's voice. Bach cantatas, hard roc k of the 80's,
and a cappella arrangements of all sorts. 1 lov c- the r ic h harmonics
and powerful texts of hvmns. I love singing .done- in the car. I love

I go on an annual backpacking trip and without fail
have spontaneous and slightly dangerous adventures
— often involving unplanned wildlife encounters
with grizzly hears, and lots of scrambling up sides of

j.

mountains. There something about climbing up a
"V."

mountain or walking through a forest that reminds
awesome power of our God, I have the best
talks with Jesus when hiking in the woods,

singing to and with mv daughters. I love lu aring and wale lung them
singing their hearts out. I love be ing in c ommuniiv w ith others,
sharing a meal or snacks or tea and talking about llie good and the
hard and everything in betwec-n. I love laughter. 1 love when it wells

do you

up in.sidc and also when it surprises. I love c rafting the perfec t pun.

lllfllliMIDM

What makes youfeel like you belong here, and how do you

I love the ocean. It has long been a visible represent at ion to me

othersfeel like they belong here, too?

of God's love: pcjwerful, beautiful, constant, "vast, unmeasured,
boundless, free."lall trees, windv roads, mountains

much of

what I was surrouncled bv growing up and attending college in New
England is also here in abundanc e in the PNW.
H''ho do you consider to he a pan of your (/eori/f hox family/

■ae > ^

family, that there can be varying levels
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being family. I have a

This may he very Australian of me, hut my answer

J

The family that I am the densest with at fox is in the cliv ision of

student life. I have tremendous respect and love for my colleagues as we seek to journey with students. In residence life I work w ith an inc-redible
staff of an AAC and RAs in Houses and Apartments North, and we share a whole lot of life and love and laughter together. We see each other's

best and worst, and walk alongside each other. I have each year's staff picture hanging on our hallway wall — these, to me, are tamilv pictures. My

*
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black tea, I've found that authentic
community is often created when people share life

1
Ji.

together while having a meal, or in my case, a great
cup of tea or coffee! When I first visited George
Fox University in 2010, I was struck by the deep

I

knowing

to keep getting to know

Foxfamily?

My ^vonderful students and my department
colleagues the College

I love the process of growing in understanding and receiving God s
grace. Incredible, ridiculous, abundant, ov crwfielming, complete
grace. Receiving, that is what (jod asks of me, of us. i^eceiv ing
Jesus, receiving grace, receiving the life that has been given to us.

to be your

desire of students, faculty, and staff to have authentic
relationships with God, each other, and the wider

rS

ijk

Portland community. It is a joy to he a part of a
Christian communitv that actively seeks to love God
and others in tangible and practical ways.

What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

residents also bring me such joy, and I love living in community with them.

What makesyoufeel like you belong here, and bow do you help othersfeel like they belong here, too?
It is remarkable to me how early on and how fully I felt like 1 belonged at Fox. It is hard tcj pin-point why, it just felt so nat u raI . I was overwhelmed
in the best way by the sincere welcome I received, the enfolding into life here, the family atmosphere oi' campus. And this extends bevond me to my
own family. We have a funny situation of living on campus, this being my work and our home and neighborhood, of living in a building w ith students

The most important thing that I have learned is that God is moving powerfully at George Fox, I am often asked the
question: "Why does God do amazing miracles overseas, hut not in the United States? just as evidenced within the
Hebrew Scriptures, however, God is not restrained by national boundaries and borders, God is just as powerful,
faithful, and compassionate here in the United States as overseas. It has thus been a joy to see God s faithfulness in
my own life and in the lives of my students during my time at George Fox,

and eating at the dining hall and attending campus events. Fox has truly become home.
What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

I think I ve learned more and more about being comfortable in my own skin, being myself, growing in confidenc e, allowing others to encourage and
affirm me. I would like to say I have learned more of what it looks like to be part of the kingdom of God, to live in c onimunity, to give and receive,
to challenge and be challenged. .Students teach me so much about God, about joy, about suffering, about vulnerabilitv and resiliem e.
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TERRI BEECROFT

Director ojPrint Services

TESSJONES

What doyou love most in life?

What do you love most in life?
1 love my familv, I love God, and 1 lo\f tin- eilt of life.

Because of God, I see the world and people better;

I cannot experience one w illionl the ollu-r.

1 am able to see good in all of it. I am also very
compassionate, which I think comes from my
relationship with God. I have a massively huge family.
We are all super involved in each others lives, so
there is no privacy! But they have been a huge support
chain, especially my mom. She is like a sister to me,

H'770 do you consider to be your Cieorijc box familv?

I began my journev at George box LIni\ er.sitv working
for Plant Services. Now I work lor I'rint Services,

i

Student

but I consider both to be my "blended" George Fox
Family. I also consider the slutk-nts that I interact
with on a dailv basis to be a jiart ol that ianiilv as

and she is mvJ best friend. We have a O
great mother-

well.

li'/io doyou consider to be your George Foxfamily?

What makesyouJeel like you hclonij here, and how do you
help othersJeel like they belong here, too?

My Coffin hall mates. Two of my best friends in high
school were both guys, so living in an area with only

daughter relationship.

girls has been a new experience for me. So far it has
I believe that we all end up where we are meant
to be. I am now working for I'rint Services tor a

been a lot of fun hanging out with the girls in my hall
and just seeing all the girls give so much love to each

reason. I come to work intending to be mv "cheery"
self, ready to support and bel]5 students and other
customers in any way that tbe\' need. I help others

other. It has been an awesome experience.

]Vhat makes youJeel like you belong here, and how do you
help othersJeel like they belong here, too?

feel that they belong by not onlv helping them with
print jobs, hut also supporting them in their daily

The people in my hall especially make me feel like I

stresses. Students have come to me in a panic, trying

to get assignments or other various projects printed
in a rush. I can tell when it has been a rough day, and
I don't mind giving out hugs. I know that being there
for students academically and emotionally has become

belong. My RA, Libby McKnay, has been very helpful

y

and accepting. The girls in my hall always make me
feel welcomed, and it's been fun getting to talk and
hang out with them. Coffee with teachers has been a
lot of fun; they are all easy to talk to. Wanting to be

my personal ministry.

known by teachers has made me feel like I belong. I
What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

help others feel like they belong by inviting them to get dinner, or to go to Fred Meyer. I enjoy meeting new people
and being social.

I have learned so many things. How to he flexible and go with the flow are the first two that come ttj mind. 1 have
learned that at George Fox, we are the body of Christ. No matter what department we work for, we have individual
tasks with one purpose, to support and love the people on this campus.

What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

The most important thing I learned was being okay with adjustment and learning to be in a new place while still
being myself. These experiences encouraged me to lean on God. I constantly asked him,"Am 1 where I am supposed
to be?" or,"How am I supposed to be feeling?"
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VIKI DEFFERDING

VICTORIA FREITAG

Professor ofS-panish

What do you love moit in life

in fe?

I love the feeling \shen vou haw a t »in( t-pi thai is realK harti to
grasp, and then vfiu su(hh-nl\ get it an«l \<»u h-el s<> a*. oinphshed

love growing day to day with the Lord. I love family,
traveling, and learning about other cultures from

and on t<jp f>f the worhl. That isdefiniteK one mJ t he t hiiigs I lovc

most in life. Another thing t hat aiss a\ s makes me happ\ is the
sound of children's laughter hut also, < liiMren's i r\ ing is the worst
thing ever. So it s nf>l nec essan In ( hi Id t en m genera I . . it s just their
laughter that makes me happs I'm sure that t here an- < >ther things in

-«

the past, and I love to bring that forward to today.
have been teaching since 19S9. I have seen George

Fox change, but it has always been a consistent core

life that I h^ve m^^re than those i w«> (11ke ion inonu, hut lor the sake

J

of being t oncise and unitjue, t hose .in- ms answ t-rs.

^

of people to rely and depend on. I have loved seeing

different denominations grow together here on
campus. There's focus on an individual's fields, but

IVho Jo you consider to he your f*e«)rc/e f ox fiiiuih'

also on the common faith as brothers and sisters of

Jjjjjv^JB.

I've made very gf>od friends while being here; the vers best friends I

've hati in my entire life. 1 have t nn o biologu al lamiK members here
as well. One is my unt ie, Steve CJrant, and the other is mv mom,
Janelle. .She has sort of extendeil our iamd\ .ind has been welcoming
to my frientls that I've made lu-n-. I would sa\ that m\ mom is a huge
part in creating, engaging, and enhant ing mv Cieorge box bamilv.

VHfliliiV
]Vho do you consider to be your George Foxfamily

.Still, I wtjuld ntjt sav that I net t*ssaril\ ha\f a "t irt le o( Irientls."

Thai's what I've alwavs l)een like. i'\e had some ke\ people, but then
everything else is ctjnstantlv mr>rphing. 1 like that l>et aiise I enil up
with friends wherever I am, I know people where\er I go, anti I have

gooti relationships wherever I go, but 1 tlon't realU "l>elong" in any
one group of people either. I tlo have people here, though
not
groups, but individuals
that I know I belong w ith.

■

What makes youfee!Iikeyou belong here?

II

HI

called by the Lord to be here and I have been
for

become a teacher

a

What makes you feel Iikeyou belong here, and /jeii Jo you help others feel
like they belong here,

—
UfjH

What is the most important thing you've learned since

There are definitely moments w here I leel like I belong here, and
times when I feel like singing "Creep" bv Ratliohead. Tiie chorus
goes,"I'm a creep, I'm a weirclo, I don't belong here." I think
that everyone has those moments! I tlon't think there anything
specific about Fox that makes me
belonging than
would anywhere else. Rather,
like
to
since coming here. I'm at the ptiint in life w here niN filter is gtxid
enough to not be offensive if 1 just let evervlhing out, but I'm still

comfortable enough with who 1 am to just say whatever I want. I've become that way through being at box. You have to keep reminding vourself
that nobody knows what they are doing, and that it's okay to not know what you are doing...s<j just do w hat vf)u w ant to do! .As for helping others
feel like they belong...it is really easy to make somebody feel special. People do not always realize that. Fvervbodv wants a little bit of individualized

attention, no matter who you are. I learned this through working at a retirement home for a long lime. Sometimes all nou ha\ e to do is remember

someone s name and say hi to them. That can mean a lot. Or, if you think of a compliment, you should just say it! it dcK-.sn't mat ter i f you dt)n"t

THc Christian world was narrow before.
people

What is yourfavorite part ofteaching?

Being able to take students from not being able to communicate to being able to carry a conversation that makes
sense. Also, being able to push more advanced students to the point where they can have a conversation about

know the person. It's those little things that make other people feel like they belong.

anything.

What is the most important thing you've learned since coming to George Fox?

Why did you pick George Fox?

This is my third year here, and I've changed a lot. Not neces.sarily my core self, but I have become more of an adult, lx)t h i n mv agi- and in my mental

processes. I think that is it: the word "process" has become much more important to me. What I have learned is that the most important thing for
my own sanity, and to just have a good perspective on life, is that everything is a process. You don't need to know what the in(ii\ iciual answers are at

I did not pick Fox, Fox picked me! 1 was not looking for a job, but then my friend called me telling me that George
Fox was looking for a new Spanish teacher.

any point in time. Even if it's taking a long time to get a specific answer, that's .still a part of a process. All these little things that vou are waiting for,

everything that you wish you knew about yourself, or that you wish you knew was going on around vou, is part ol developing who vou are, and part

of something bigger than yourself. You might have this goal, but then once you actually achieve ,t, you are just going to have^nother goal to reach.

Say you never really reached the goals that you intended to when you were 20...it was never really your proc ess. It was all a part of t;<^d's process.
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EVENTS
Happenings on and off-campus
that impact and involve students.

J

WELCOME WEEKEND
We all remember the feeling: nervousness and anxiety paired with an overwhelmintj exc iiemeiu about
finally becoming a student at George Fox University. Fear of the unknown and the sadness liiat eonies
from leaving our homes and families behind permeates our first davs on campus, but it's far outwi-iyhed
by the fun and exhilaration that'Welcome Weekend brings. This year, 748 new siu<lents ()Hic iallv Iweame
Bruins, including traditional undergraduates, international students, and transfers. .As alw avs, eurrent
students greeted the new as they were welcomed into the George Fox F-amilv with a wa-eki-ml thi'v \\ on't

3^^

soon forget.

From the very moment freshmen arrived on campus, they were greeted by a small armv of resident
assistants, peer advisors, ASC staff, and faculty members. With lightning speed, student's iieloniiinys
were unloaded from their cars and brought into their new rooms by student leaders. The f resiinu-n spent
their first day on campus hanging their clothes in their closets, taping pictures to their walls, tiettinti

T

to know their RAs, and meeting their roommates for the first time. The days that followed brought
times of excitement and elation (dancing around Fred Meyer at midnight and hanging out at Oaks Park,
for example), but of course Welcome Weekend must also bring the moment that stuelents and family
members part ways. A prayerful worship service on the quad marked the moment when new students had
to say goodbye to their loved ones. Following this emotional, bittersweet moment, howe\ er, were more

activities awaiting the new Bruins. Welcome Weekend finally came to a close, as it does e\ erv \ ear, with
a Floedown. Dressed in their best flannel and cowboy boots, both new and returning students perfected
their promenades and do-si-do's on the quad. Though it is perhaps one of Fox's most oddball traditions,

the Hoedown is certainly one of the most beloved parts of every Welcome Weekend.
Once classes start, the stress of assignments and deadlines begin to set in, and entire semesters pass by
before we know it, the excitement of our first few days on campus can feel worlds away. However, we

hope that the memories made during Welcome Weekend are ones that Bruins will carry with them for
the rest of their life.

Welcome, Class of 2019. You belong here.

rAlTHtUL
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FOOTBALL
Fall of 2015 marked the second full season of George Fox football games. Once again, studc-nis, I'aniiiies,
and fans piled into the stadium game after game to cheer on our Bruins. The team made mx ai progress
this year, posting a 4-6 record, utterly demolishing their record last season (1-9).

FALL CARNIVAL
0ctoher brought the George Fox Fall Carniyal to campus. The quad was filled with an assortment of
yard games to play as students got to know each other a hit better.
The carnival took place right outside of the Klages Dining Hall. The George Fox ASC (Associated

The Bruins led attendance in the Northwest Conference for the second year in a row as \n t-ll.()ne t)f the

more remarkable feats this season was in the Bruins' game against the Linfield Wildcats. The Bruins held
the Wildcats, who have dominated the NWC for years, to the lowest score in their conlerenci- si-ason.
Additionally, the number of Bruins assigned to the All-NWC list was doubled from last year. .As we look

Student Committee) hosted the e\ ent in a fashion to bring students together and get excited for
upcoming home games and homecoming weekend.

ahead, expect the Bruins to keep growing in strength and ability, and he sure to atti-nd somt- home yames

All the tall s|torts athletes were present during the carnival, and they spread throughout the area to play
dillerent games. This was a great opportunity to sec who the athletes actually are and get to know them

next year!

better.

ASC hopes that students enjoy their college careers as much as possible. They know that every student is
diflerent, and each will enjoy college in a unique way.

The ASC team set up "Why 1 Call Fox Home" boards, where students could personally write why they
call George Fox home. Throughout the carnival, students used these boards to share their unique reasons
for calling George Fox their home.
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STUDENT CONCERT
Student concerts provide an opportunity for Fox students with musical talents to share their yifts in a
more casual environment where participation in a music enembic isn't requiri-tl.
On November Sth, 2015, The Foxhole was proud to present three student music ians: Maile\ Sauls,
Matthew DeBiaso, and Greg Morrison, this was the first student concert of the vc-ar. Alony \\ ith the- Fox
students, we had the privilege of showcasing local singer-songwriter Emily Jcjv from Sbc-rwood,()i-eeon
as our opening act to start off the evening.

The student concert event was planned to be held during a Bruin Preview weekc-nd. This brouebt a larue
and energetic crowd, which perfect for this type of occasicjn and was a great was to show oil the recentiv
re-designed Foxhole.

Ultimately, this was a wonderful evening to showcase the musical talent we have on campus, as w ell as
fostering a sense of belonging and community for potential and current Fox stuclents.

LIP SYNC BATTLE
The stage was set, Fridav, November 6th, fttr the greatest Lip Svnc Battle in George Fox historv. Nine
teams competed against each other fctr glorv - and a little bit of cash. The Campbells returned to defend
their title as Li|i Svnc ITattle chamjtions, and while their narrative performance was fantastic, it fell just
short ol placing in the top three.

Third place was awarded to Glass Full of Happiness, a trio headed off by two main singers, with an
additittnal dancer. Their performance won over the hearts of the audience, accurately depicting the story
of a strong and valued friendship set against some of the best modern pop tunes. Beyknown took second
place witb their recreation of Bevoncc's 2014 Super Bowl Halftime show. Their mix of Queen B's tunes
and surprisinglv accurate reimagining of Bey's dance routine wowed the audience. Beyknown's uniform
ol black tights and white shoes, in addition to the inclusion of some gender reversed Fox football players,
also lecl to them securing second place.
First place was awarded to The Matchmakers, a team that told the story of the life of a Fox student
from their first dav on campus, to their child's first day on campus. This creative narrative was set to a
mix of famous Disnev tracks that coincided w ith the various scenes. Combining both the creativity and

sheer magnitude of their performance. The Matchmakers were able to snatch the crown and go down in
history as the winners of the 2015 Lip Sync Battle.

f

r
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80's DANCE
Dancing to the tunes of the 80's, dressing with the style of the 80's.
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90's DANCE
Dant ing to tiie tiitu's of tin- 90',s, clrossinor with the stvie of the 90's.
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THE LOUDEST DANCE YOU'VE NEVER HEARD
E

or the second year in a row, George Fox hosted The Loudest Dance You'\e .\'e\ir 1 ieard. 1 iehi in the
library, the dance allowed the attending students to use individual liluetooih lu-ad|)iiones to listi-n to a
DJ. If one were to walk into the library during this dance, thev would lia\e st-en .i ton of j-ox students
jamming out in a silent, yet fantastically lit library.

Part of the appeal of this dance is that attendees are able to lose themselves in the music w it bout affecting
the experience of surrounding dancers. Each student was dancing to the same musii , hut thiv wi-re all
having their own personal experience. Sure to be a George Fox staple for vears to conu-, i hi- i.oudest
Dance You've never heard is a unique and fun spin on a traditional dance.
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WINTER FORMAL

Sponsored hv the L oasi-to Coast Swing Club, Winter Fortiial happened at the Leftbank Annex in Port
land. it was a d"-''tt \^ ay to sjiend the last ilav before fitials week. The theme for Winter Formal was in-

spried hv Fhe ^ hionieles oj' Narnia; The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. Just like in the novel, there
was a lamp po^^t m a sno^\ .,^.(,^.^.,-^,(1 forest, perlect for couples and friends to snap some pictures with.

In a space heath''tilly lit with twinkling lights, people helped themselves to some "Turkish delight,"
and danced th"-' "'Shl awav to jazzv tunes like "Flv Me to The Moon." For manv, it was their first time
learning how t"

dance, hut that didn't limit the amount of fun people had as they danced the night

awav.
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SURVIVOR VAN

CLUB-A-DUB-DUB

0n January IS, Clubs Week ended with a splash. Sponsored bv all George Fox clubs, and \\ itii ilu- help of
ASC, students enjoyed a late night foam party on the quad. If someone were to \\alk onto campus <luring

G n januarv 28 at 11: 5()ain, eialu brave souls embarked on the ultimate test of wit, fortitude, and endur
ance that is moix'(.-ommonlv know n as the Survivor Van. This vear, two representatives from each class

bubbles floating into the sky. People were swimming in bubbles, throwing soap, and cr^•atin^ Santa Glaus

com|teted lor an iPad Mini. Our contestants were freshmen Ricky Rausch and Brock Jackson, sopho
mores Ste|thanie Garcia aiul .\lex Davis, juniors Joel Enterline and Nathan Klump, and seniors Jana Giles

beards. Although it began in a fun and magical way, this foam party on the quad had a muddv finale.

and Shealtiei 1 lart.

this party, it would have seemed like campus was hit with a sudden snowstorm, \s In-n it

as ai tuallv just

Participants had tin.' opportunity to earn gift cards bv correctly answering trivia questions. Thankfully,
they could also win bathroom jtasses bv plaving sillv games involving shaving cream and cocoa puffs. The
winner oi this \r'ar's SurviNor Van w as ireshman Rickv Rausch!

t.

• ...

G-'J.. 8'--
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POLAR BEAR SWIM

THE OH HELIOS
joined by Joseph

F.reezing water and chilly February air are the perfect mixture for one of the most popolai- e\ i-iUs here at
Fox: The Polar Bear Swim. Three hundred students rode the busses up to beaulitul Camp i ilikum where

the frigid lake awaited them. Plunging into the water at night is only part of the fun; students tlu-n hacl to
swim across the eerie dark water between the two docks in order to sav thev suceessfulK eomph-ted The

W

hile we gather in Bauman to worship at Chapel each week, it s not too often that we get to see the
stage filled with banjos, kevboards, two drum sets, a multitude of guitars, a violin, and the most ram
bunctious musicians vou'll ev er get tv) meet. This potent mix of raw musical energy is what Fox students
were treated to when the Oh Helios rolled into town on September 27th.

Polar Bear Swim.

around a fire pit. Participants in the swim were also given a sweatshirt, designed bv Zach Keimig, a

Before the Oh Helios took to the stage, their opening act serenaded the crowd. Joseph, a band of three
sisters from Portland, greeted us vv ith a stripped-down set featuring a single guitar and gorgeously
perfected three-jvart harmonv. jose|th's simplistic vet captivating music filled the room, as their honest

sophomore here at George Fox. As students were warming up around the fire, many stories \\ e re told of

and heartfelt singing paired beautifullv with their guitar.

After students had nearly frozen in the water, they were greeted with hot chocolate, w Inch

as serv ed

their experiences in the Freezing water just moments ago.
The Polar Bear Swim is a strange yet welldoved event that brings stutlents ttjgether and is talked about
the rest of the year.

In perfect contrast to the minimal, peaceful performance delivered by Joseph, Bauman erupted with
color and noise the moment The Oh Helios leapt onto the stage. The wall of sound created by the
band was unbelievable. Not a single jterson could hold still while The Oh Helios were playing, as their

lively beats, violin melodies, aiul banjo riffs provided the perfect soundtrack to carefree dancing and
involuntarv hand clapping. The energv with which The Oh Helios performed was dizzying, and the
audience couldn't hel|) but reciprocate the positive energv. After dancing the night away, the close of the
concert came before we knew it. The room became still as the band closed with their own instrumental

version of "Be Thou Mv Vision." The Oh Helios' stripped-down rendition of this beautiful hymn was the
perfect way to end the night: in a worshipful stillness that we could rest in after an hour of dancing our
hearts out and singing at the top of our lungs.

i
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BRUIN BRAWL

THE DATING GAME
Ihe month of February is that special time of the year that gets evervbodv's hornioiu-s jiimipiiig. Febru
ary is the month of love, which seems to be especiailv pertinent on our campus, yivc-n that oui" unofficial
motto is "ring by spring."
The Dating Game is a special event here at Fox and it is not to be taken lighllv. The night of the event,

people were lining up just to get a good seat to see the hilarious action that was about to take place.

The infamous Bruin Brace 1 is one of George Fox's most historic events. For decades, students at the
universitv hacc been battling each other over possession of the bruin. Though it used to be a fight
between classes, it has sine e turned into an all out war between living areas. Both the men and women

get opjiortunities throughout the vear to take each other on and fight for bragging rights. As you can see,
things get jn-ettv messv. This George Fox tradition has been a part ol student life for many years, and we
plan to see it lice on tor mane more.

This year we had the wonderful Nicole Williford and Jake Thiessen hosting the game and right Irom the
beginning they had the crowd laughing with their jokes about dating aclvicc- and the student handbook
rules. We had three wonderful women trying to win over the heart c^f our bachelor, I )avid Ween, but in
the end David chose the beautiful Mikaela Easterlin. Our Bachelorettc- this vear was Magen Kausc her,

and she picked the unforgettable Daniel McCleskey.

Each of our couples got a free date to The Old .Spaghetti Factory, courtesy of ASC. As an added bonus,

the winning couples of The Dating Game were featured on the tickets for the upcoming Sadie Hawkins
Dance.

Met

fl
SI
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TENT CITY

SADIE HAWKINS DANCE
There were boats, there was dancing, and there were girls asking out their taxoriu- gu\ s. Who dot-sn't

Tent Citv is a tinu- lor the current so|thoinore class to camp out in tents with a few of their closest friends

love all of these things, especially when they are combined into one night ol fun? Tlu- Sadie i law kins

in the hojies ol signing u|i lor a Juniors .-Xbroad tri|5. The George Fox juniors Abroad program allows

Dance is one of the biggest and most popular dances of the year. Sadie's is also the onU daiu e w lu-re the

students to tra\ el to a number ol' wondrous locations during the month of May following junior year.

women traditionally ask the men to the dance, which always proves to be int<.-resting and exciting.
The dance was broken up into two separate boats: the Portland Spirit, and tin- Sternw heidi-r; both
located on the Portland Waterfront. The dance was phenomenal, because students w c ia- daiu ing the

Every vear the current sojihomore class camjis outside in designated spots on the quad in groups of up to
5. In the morning students sign u]i lor the trip thev wish to go on, in the same order that their tents were
numbered.

night away with their friends, they were also cruising down the Willamette Ki\ er.
Throughout the night students were able to engage in activities organized by ASC such as scavenger

The boats each had two floors; swing enthusiasts could go dcjwnstairs, and u|>stairs w as home to the
more lively beats of modern pop music.

hunts, giant jenga, and roasting marshmalknvs around a campfire. The drizzling rain didn't dampen
students' positix itv and jiroductiv it v during the night; in fact, it added another element of adventure to
the event.
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HUMANS OF GEORGE FOX
Short stories gatheredJrom the daily
lives (^students on campus.
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"I'm a CMCCJ major. 1 iran-sli rrid in last

hi when thev see vou around the next dav.

"I love trying to understand how things
%\ork, and why people might like certain
tilings.The more vou learn about how
things work, particularly witli design, the
more you start to learn about who God is.
Good design often cxliibits tilings which
are godly. When you start noticing things
that people just take for granted, vou start
to sec some really cool stuff,"

That's honestlv been the best part com
pared to mv old school."

James

year, so it's been a lot of eateliintj iij) since
I wasn't in CMC'f) Ix-lore t oniin^ bere.

I've had to figure out mv lile reallv last in
order to graduate. Since I'm a transler,
mv roommate introduced me to eccrvone

and helped me get plugged in. I li re, w hen
vou meet someone new, thev ac tuallv sa\
J

.

.

.

Maris

1
"We're great friends...we met at Welcome-

"I sjient a couple years in Japan, and I
really liked seeing the contrasts in our
cultures. I got an eye-opening experience,
seeing how different we are, yet so similar

Weekend!"

"I like his subtle tone. And he's very
relaxed and chill, but he's deflnitelv got a

at the same time. Now that I'm at Fox,

unique personality. He's just a really cool

I've found that I feel most at home in

guy!

class, especially with professors like Deb
Worden.There's this positive vibe. It feels

"I like how he always says really nice things
about everybody."

be in class."

Jacob ScBen

Dcvin
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"Evervonc at Fox is then- ior i-at ti otln r.

"It's taken rne some time to feel like I fit

With all the cliHt-rc-tit thintjs that ao on

collectiyely come together. .-Xnd those-

in, but I haye a lot ot good friends in the
comjtuter science program no\y. I lore
programming. It allows me to make a lot
ol interesting things. Working for Google
would be pretty cool, I tliink. Besides just

are the times where- I say,' I lu-se- are- my

being atyesome, tliey soK e a lot of inter

people.This is what I'm jjassionate- about,
too.' I'm glad that we ean ge t toge-tlu-r like-

esting problems."

like recently, with the dillerenl shootings,
and just cliflerent elohal issues pi-oph-

get really passionate-, and I see- ])i-oph-

this and try to make a diliere-ne e-, see-king

Charles

the same truth."

Racsan

"There was a meiment during Welcome-

"It's for our physics class. We'll call it'The
Physics is Aw-esome Apollo Rocket'.'

Weekend... vye were- all singing a worshi]!

song. A cfjuple ot the pastors we-re there,
on their knees, and the people- next to me

* later renamed to"Red Death"

who I had just met were so engageel in the

worship... it was an eeyc-rwhc-lming leeling.
We were all glael that we ceeulel he togeth

Peter Si^Ukaia

er and be real with each other. So that was

the moment I knew we all belong... that

we belong to each other and we belong
to God. It's a good feeling know ing that
you're meant to be somewhere."
Ben

^- A'
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people. I know a lot ol ama/ine |)eopK-. .-X.s

"The first few weeks have been very up
and down for me, but this past week has

an international stuiU-nt, tliev just make

been 2ood.,.rve reallv started to connect

me feel reallv eomlortabli'. I vt' bi-en to

witlt the girls on my floor. I'm starting to
see where strong relationships have poten
tial. There will be good things to come!"

"Mv favorite part al)out ni\ time lu-re.' I lu-

big citie.s where people look at me, anil
are reallv ilisrespeetful anil |nisli bv. I li-re,
when people look at me, thi s give mi' a
smile, noil their heail, or sav hi. It maki-s
me feel reallv gooil. But wow, I still ilon t

Savanna

unilerstanil how people are so era/v anil
angrv about football."
Mo

"Thi.s is for the student art show. We re

"I love how tvitlt any simple thing in biol-

facilitating the check-out process. All this

ogv, YOU can get more and more specific

sun.shine is really helping...it's i-xcellent

and tilings suddenly get really complicat

when you're carrving a big bi-aulilul piece

ed."

of artwork that shouki not get wet!"

"I like learning about what happens in the

Brenna St^Erika

that happen each second without you even

human body.There are so many processes
realizing it."

"Agreeing on how much information to

put on our poster was hard... but we both
had fun making the diagrams."
Jessica 8i_David
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STUDENT PORTRAITS
Personalized photos submitted hj
the students themselves.

Aaron Panganiban

Alaina Hill

Abigail Magsarili

Alec Deering

Allison Gingerich

AIlj Syvanson

Amanda Hiihbard

Amanda Nine

Andrea Roberts

Andrew Harris

Anna Dirkse

Anna Kennedy

AJcIa Boanca

Alexis Behrend

Ashley Meyer

Athena Johnson

Aubrey Alantcufjcl

Brianna Borror

Britta Stewart

Brittany Hurlbut

Azenay Tell

Becky Weitzman

Bethany Villero

Brooke Larson

Brian L hun-Sajgiii

Bryant Quinn

'i

21
Bethany Woods

Brecken Esper

Bree Klinger

Caitlin Fettig

Caleb Cox

Caitlyn Connor

i'jmi. a

Brenda (Maria) Ramirez

Brenden Comsikey

Brenn Borror

Caleb Flubbell
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Carolyn Grimm

Cambria Herrera

87

Casej Dudek

Casey Hastings

Cassic Hiva

CbryscII Haylev

Colby Roi^eld

Claire Anderson

r

I
Catherine McMahon

Catherine Ng

Ch /.han'fJ

Coison Morgan

Corrina Winstead

Carrie Mahr

cm

y
ma

Chace Hutchins

Chance Lama

Charity Metzger

Cosmo Spada

Daisy Gallegos

Dakota Vearce

• ;_-y.J a*

m

liS^;

Chelsey Guhike

Christian Montoya
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Christine Wang

Daniel Connelly

Danielle Howard

Daniel McCleskey
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Danievone Chanchaleune

David Bogen

David Puny.cl

Emily Foster

Emily Hilscox

Emily Pelot

Devin Olson

Daniel Cho

Drew Camp

Emily Russell

Emily Ifarncs

Emma Bidwell

m

Drew Littl^eld

Elizabeth Davis

Eiiy Liege

Emma Dennie

Erika Lopez

Emilee Kamps

Emily Davenport

Emily Dobrinski

Erin Brudi

Erin Eettig
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Erika Muir

Erin Rowland

'f
A

f

[iy.

iili

Ennn Baker

Esther Petrashisben

Esperanza Scotto

Esther Baker

Hannah DicrJorjJ

Hannah Fajen

Hannah Key

Geneva Garcia

GiaHan Nguyen

Hannah I.ingel

Hayden Mercurio

Heidi Smith

Grace Rosenbobm

Imbamba Mansaray

Jaclyn Perry

Jacob Lohr

Haley Moore

Jacquelen FIores

Jacques St. Gelus

Jake Ferrier

ip—xj-

C4X

Gobar Robert

Grace Morrison

miJ
Greg Conan

Hailej Beecher
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4'

Jake Tbiessen

Jana Giles

Joel Rurik

Jancllc Iloncycutl

Jordyn Dunseath

Jordan Jones
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Jasmine bjau

jenay Wolthausen

Jazmyne Hudson

Joseph Harrison

Joseph Germain

Josi O'Farrell SLBianca Hinojosa
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(
•6rj»-'Wr

4
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Jenna Hills

Jeremy Quian

Jenna Holmes
>

—

Julia Burns

Julia Howell
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Jessamine Miller

Jessica Holder
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Jessica Hull

Kacie Warden

Kahlia Knox
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Kaitlin Jamieson

Kallie Mirick

Kara Chambers

Karissa WarJIe

Kelly Simonscn

Kclsey Lhristianscn

Kelsey Dody

Kateljm Zimmerer

Katherine Ten

Katherine Reamy

Kelsey Vaughn

Kira SanJbu

Kirsti Doolin

Katie Wagner

Katya Jenkins

KayIa Moore

Kosette Isakson

Kristin Whitt

Kylie Duppenthaler

Kaylee Borms

Kelly Bassett

Kelly Grant

Larissa Harper

Laura-Mary Friemel

Laurel Thorsell
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F
Lauren Abshire

Lauren Fong

Lauren Ciilham

Lauren Meadows

Lauren Parker

Lauren .Sif nnej-

Libby Richmond

Lyic Jo

m

Lina Kang

Lydia Power

Lynn Mattbcwi

Mackenzie Adix

K jM'

Lauren Vander Aarde

Laurie Kay Peterson

Lehman Pekkola

Madeline McCabe

Madison Cox

Magen Rauscher

Maggie Bolden

Madison Hokanson

m
Leila Seamster

Lexie Began
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Libby Mchlay
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Malia Rosenlund
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W'-ii!

Marci Kuinti^Ie

Marqarct \cll

Matthew Mansfield

Matthew Peters

McKayla Phillips

Maria Gusenkov

Mariah Milmore

Maricriiy. Arias

McKcnzic Young

Megan Beam

Megan Wright

Marina Alcala

Marissa King

Mary Foster

Mercie Hodge

Micaiah Fischer

Michael Chaney

Michaiah Annear

Mikaela Easterlin

Malia Rosenlund

I
Marybeth Piper

S:

Matney Jamie
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Michael Ziccarelli
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Mindj Ellerhy

Mitzi Martinez

Miranda Atwood

Missy Downs

RacbacI Krch;

Rachel Fox

Rachel Hills

Molly Penalver

Nicole Fawvcr

Rachel Marcelia

Rachel Nguyen

Rachel Shin

£
-y; .-tttrie.

k;=x3ct

Nika Gr^th

Olivia Longenbaugh

Nissi U

Noemi Camacho

Reagan Swier

Rehekah Packer

Regan Hill

Paige Patterson

Quinlan Morrow

RiJey Schofteld

Rochelle Owen

Roman Kleiher
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Kuiqing Deng

:x
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Ruth Speer

Ryan Nance

Sarah L iicvas

'*1,1
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Sam Taylor

Sabra Chambers

Saniantha Bievcr

Sarah MacKcny.ic

Savanna Poston

Sarah Thurston
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Samantha Simpson

Samara Macy
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Sarah Brewer

Shane Oehler

Shannon Tabbal
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Sheahiel Hart
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Solomon Smith

Sami Nero

Thao Anh Cioilcx

Thomas Noel

Tia Arndt

Trevor Levanen

X

(

J||

'<!
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Stephanie Peterson

Stephanie So

Summer Huber

Tia Uyehara

Tori Roberts

Suzanna Kahl

Sydney Thiessen

Tabatha Kogle

Tristen Lerma

JyWard
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Victoria Freitag

Vicki Guiher
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WELCOME CLASS OF 2019
)ou belong here.
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CLUBS
Societies that shape and impact the
George Fox community.
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SOCIAL WORK

SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS

Society o«VW>menEnr

Mission

Mission

We uphold, promote, and advance the core values of the social work profession as

foundationed by thatNASW; integrity, social justice, competency, service, dignity,
worth of persons, and importance of human relationships. We also strive to be the voice
of the profession to the community, so as to educate and advocate for solutions to social
issues and injustice in the broader society.

Society ot Women Engineers is a group focused on working to unifv the female
engineering students at George Fox University by providing opportunities to gain real
w orkl experiences about protessional engineering and by building a platform to use our
gilts and talents to serve the eommunitv

Belonfjinc]
Belon

The Social Work club aims to provide programming and activities that promote
professional development, community service, and relationship among its members.
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We work to give space for engineers, both male and female, to fee! a sense of unity
our major. Spetilitally \% ith women, SWE provides a space for conversation,
encouragement, and learning. We take time to come together and help the College of
Engineering by putting on different community events as well.
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MU KAPPA

DISK GOLF

5
c:\

'f i

i

Mission

Mission

The purpose of Mu Kappa club is to create an open space for people from multiple
cultural backgrounds to express themselves and their 'third culture' fully, connect with

In evervthing we do, to proudly represent George Fox Universitv; to be good
ambassadors for our school and the sport we love, and most importantly to represent

each other on a deeper level, educate others, and advocate for third culture kids on

God in all our actions.

campus and globally.
Belonging

Belonging
To help MK/TCK/International students feel like they belong, we listen to each other's
stories from the countries we grew up in and encourage discussions of international

Students teel like they belong through community-building on trips, out on the course,
and making Iriendsbips through the game we love.

topics.
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VIVE LA FRANCE!

THE TRANSFER CLUB

wvEiis/n

Mission

Mission

To provide an involved, engaged, and close community for transfer students at George
Fox.

belonging

li ,
I

promote, and explore French language

Belonging

The Transfer club is welcome to any transfer student at George Fox. It opens up the
■ T

Gathering together French enthusiasts to enjov
and culture.

opportunity for each transfer student to become a part of their own community at Fox

and it allows them to make friends with fellow transfers. Students will get to participate

in a variety of events with fellow club members and also help get other transfer students
involved in the club.
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We provitle all events in both English and French he

ii

encourage French enthusiasts to come, ultimateh, wfs'^r^ r

environment where anv students can feel welcon^ed to nom' li
French cnhnre, b„,

f,e| included in
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ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION

SKI CLUB

Mission

Mission

The Accounting Association is dedicated to helping students pursue their career interest
in accounting, and developing a professional network of current students and alumni.

Ski Club is an organization that strives to engage people in experiencing the true joys of
being m the great outdoors, on the mountain, and gaining a greater sense of worth and
freedom in

?arning the art ot shredding snow.

Belonging
Belonging

We offer students resources to develop their resumes, cover letters, and Linkedin

profiles, network with professionals & current students, find internship opportunities,
and have fun. We also provide opportunities for students to build relationships with
current students and alumni.

One of the mo.st adventurous and unique clubs at

i

i i

i• c i

inri
it ,-,.,1 11
1
V
4,
hox, we shred the pow, hit the slopes,
and keep It 1 eaf all season long. You can t get that witP
c
i i
vJp
kcnia tK.> ^t^l n
•
j u n -1
°
ttli any other club on campus. We

tmnt
r the
T'"®'
up waiting
the
mountain during
season or just kicking it with the crewwhether
around atearing
campfire
tor snow.
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HAWAII CLUB

COAST TO COAST SWING

?*•

'

i
Mission

Mission

The purpose of Hawaii Club is to perpetuate the spirit of Aloha at George Fox

through means of social interactions.

We provide lessons for beginner to advanced dancers to learn a variety of swing dance
moves and styles, and provide opportunities to exhibit swing dancing skills through a
social and Iriendly environment. We do this by offering weekly lessons with free dance

Belonging

dancing or socialize while practicing swing dancing. We believe dancing is a beautiful,

Hawaii Club consists of a diverse group of people both from, and not from Hawaii,

wondtmiui, and fun skill to possess and want to share our love and knowledge of dance
with the students of George Fox University. Students find connection and belonging
with other students who share the same passion for dance.

University by establishing a warm and supportive environment for its members. The
goal of the organization is to provide an opportunity to learn about different eultures

ume attervvards, and host extra events to integrate diverse swing dancing experiences.
c u > IS or e\ei yone who wishes to learn how to swing dance, learn more swing

coming together to share our interest in the Hawaiian culture. We love being
supportive of one another through bimonthly activities leading up to our iuau

production in the spring. We are one big 'ohana and are here to be your home away
from home.
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BLACK STUDENT UNION AND ALLIANCE CLUB (BSUA)

SIGMA ZETA

Mission

Mission

To create awareness about the Black community. BSUA helps students belong by-

Sigma Zeta is both a social club, involving all members of the George Fox community

empowering them with the skills to effectively share their culture with others.

interested in scientific enterprises, and a member of the national honors society
lor mathematics, computer science, and the natural sciences. We exist to promote
interpersonal relationships, discussion, service and academic excellence. Our aim is to

use scientific interests as common ground to foster personal connections.
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IS! ROGER SHERMAN SOCIETY

INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE MISSION
Mission

Mission

The purpose of liie Iniernalional Club is to provide
opportunities tor international students and domestic

To provoke conversation about the Western
tradition, facilitate relationships between
conservative thinkers, and develop leaders who

students to develop relationsbijts antl to mutuallv
learn one another's cultures through events and

activities. The Club strives to bring awareness to
CPU's communitv about (tur cultural backgrounds
and unique per.s|iecti\es that shape the university.

desire to engage in the political realm. ISl strives to
help students feel like they belong by creating a space

for genuine conversation about conservative thought
without judgment.

Belonging

GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY REPUBLICANS

Our goal has been to be intentional to the
international students; to spend time with them and
listen to what they need. Thev are manv unheard

Mission

voices need to be beard.

The purpose of the George Fox University

Republicans shall be to build and foster allegiance
to the Republican Party among students at George
Fox University and in the larger community. Its
membership shall aim to help elect Republican

FENCING

candidates, support the Republican agenda, and

Mission

become the future leaders of the Republican

To teach students how to fence and experience a
sport that not many come across or are able to pursue
on their own. We want to provide a welcoming
environment for learning, building camaraderie, and

movement.

Belonging

a bit of competition through an alternative to large-

We provide a safe place on campus to discuss issues

scale team sports.

and candidates students care about with other

students, and an avenue for students to become
involved in the political process.

GAME NIGHT
Mission

To bring students together through games and

friendly competition. We aim to promote the feeling
of family to the students who come to our events.

Playing board games and card games bring forth
those familiar feelings. They allow us to take a
Mission

moment to step back from the stress of our daily lives

The purpose of the International Justice Mission is to be a voice for the voiceless, speak

up and defend the rights of the poor and needy. Our focus is to actively combat sex
slavery in our community, nation, and world by raising awareness, working to change
our mentality, and advocating by prayer and petitions to our world leaders.

and participate in something fun and enjoyable while

spending time with friends and challenging yourself
to achieve new goals. Whether you're an avid board

game player or just looking for a relaxing time, we all
come together as one when we sit around the table
and play.

Belonging
We are a diverse group of students from a variety of majors and backgrounds who share
a common interest in social justice issues. Our club offers space for all of us to explore

what this means to us personally and how we can incorporate actions of social justice

both inside and outside our George Fox community.
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RESIDENCE LIFE
l^}\ .
Student leaders who work

tirelessly to make Fox a home.
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COFFIN-EDWARDS

HOBSON-MACY-SUTTON
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Taylor Staman
Keely Huddleston

Rachel Alston

Kiana Neisig

Miranda Edwords

Samuel Swan

Calvin Hardy

Lauralee Schoenberg

Josh Germain

Maria Green
Bree Stairs

Gohar Robert
Arielle Stuart

Murray Noble
Samantha Biever

Gracie Morgan
Libby McNay
Jacob Peck
Natty Burmeister

Jake Vanier
Rebekah Arias

Jay Cornwell

Austin Muhleman

Dylan Yamamoto
Matt Dyment
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HOUSES & APARTMENTS NORTH

HOUSES & APARTMENTS WEST

HCfRISTWI ■

■■agnjii

Sarah Taylor
Jonathan Arias
Hannah Fajen
Josiah Bowen

Spencer Fuller
Mitzi Martinez
Austin Cole

Bobi Whiteheaci

Olivia Longenbaugh

Casey Hastings

josiah Thurston

Racsan Limbauan
Raeann Morelli

Sandra Campell

Megan Bos

Emily Wilson

Grant Burns

David Ween

Tayla Yogi

Caleb Johnstone

Jessica Navlet

Grace Saderholm

Daisy Gallegos
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PENNINGTON-CAREY-WILLCUTS-BEEBE

RESIDENTIAL AREA EAST

1

Nathan Klump
Jordan Godoy
Lynley Shaw
Taylor Ellis

Ekaterina Seledkov

Mary Foster

LaQuae Aughtman
Nehemiah Heye

Alex Baker

Austin Nix

Jessica Taylor
Christy de Vos
Megan Dwier

Glenn Alvarez

Kaylee Velin
Magen Rauscher

Ian Patt

Erica Ward

Elizabeth Anderson

Kylie Weatherford

Jonathon Stein

Erich VanBergen

Keenan O'Hern
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MUSIC & THEATER
Exploring the intersection
i^Jhith and art.
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Music Department

Concert Choir

Symphonic Band

H^omen's Choral
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Christmas Concert 2015

Orchestra
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Winter Musical
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ATHLETICS
The athletes and teams that
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represent George Fox University.
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TEAM ROSTER
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Owen Aclair, Tanner Alill, Samuel Barnes, Alex Betancourl, Adrian Bonncr,
Bryan Bransietter, Jesse Bresser, Daniel Briggs, Blake Brunetti, Matt Burlev,

y
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Zack Cadclock, Alex Canehola, Calvinn Ca.saday, Brandon Castecl, Jake
Castillo, Nani Cliisebuka, Nkumhu CItisebuka, Caylen Clardv, Ryan Conistock,
Dainian Cook, Naiban Corliss, Toll Cruieksbank, Caleb Dalzcll, Trexor

Daniels, Justin Dutton, Brandon Farrell, Dominick Fix-Gonzalez, Anthony
Galat, l-laydon. Gillies, Taylor Gipson, Uriel Gonzalez, Reagan Gordon, Chris
Gray, Lane Hadley, Trent Flartim, Jayy Harris, Ben Harrison, Richie Hauser,
'
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*

Quentin Hernanilez, Ryan Mess, Jake Heverly, Dakota Hipes, Jake Holbrook,

Christian Hooper, Chase Huilson, Rudy Hughes, Braun Inslee, Dane Jensen,
Den/el Jones, Jonathan Joyner, Caleb Kagawa, Josh Kihhey, Roman Kleiber,
Kyle Kliewer, Tanner Krahel, Justin Kruse, Brad Lander, Kendall Lee, Mitch

Lenios, Steven Lindstrom, Ryan Lockxvood, Tony Long, Colton Magill, Brock
Marion, Kenny iVL\v. Adam McCasy, Lenana Meekisho, Juilo Meza, Matt
Miller, Robert MildK-ll, Dalton Moe, Joe Mohr, Shon Moses, Colin Mozzone,

Nolan Muckentbaler, Jake Munsell, Michael Nava, James N„uven Stephen

Noonan, Logan OM lara, Riley Olson, Josh Payne, TueUer iCn-y, Blake Peterson,
Nick Peterson, Lawrence Potts, Kraig Prueu, Brennan Rains, Jake Ramev,

Bronson Ramos, Nathan Rau, Kamekona Reiny-Aloy, Derek Richwine, Jovuani
Robinson, Costa Rodriguez, Joe Rodriguez, Ry,., Rosso, Jo.lan Sanberg,
■', ■ ■■" .'* ', '■"■■ v-r r 7
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Mark Sanchez, KJ Santos, Grant Schroeder, Nolan Schuler, l uke Seher,^
Tanner Sbadbolt, John Shallu, 1 ono Shannon, F.van Smith, Nick Stahl Josev
Swain, Jonathan lardif. Matt Thompson, Josiah
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Vanoudenbaegen, Daxid \ "dal, l\ Waul, lobias Webb, Hunter Welch, Josh

!

VV • ■

Williams, Austin Wisenbaker, Bryant Wood, Harley Yutzie
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Colin Atchison, Tyra Beckman,Zachary BIbB, Emma Biciwell, R||ev Busbnell Jobnathan Coleman.Kaviee

Anna Alsaoer, Brvnello Bremner, Alyssa Burch, Delanev Cruz, Sarah Davies, Enn I

Copelancl, Allison Dalzell, Devon Donahue, Spencer Elmore. Grace Ferauson Savannah Hamilton, Allie
Harris, Rose Hernanclex, Jenna Hills, Caitlin Kereszturi, Will Lawrence^ Alexander Lull, Alvssa Malech,
Marcus Mateo, Grant McGill, Josh Meyer, Kayla Moore, Christian Parr Ethan Patterson, Chris Polk,
Bryant Quinn, Raychel Rojas, Taylor Suwa, Chloe Tomlinson, Winter Tumhaaa Ashlee Vos, McKenzie

Duprav, Hanna Kumasaka, Abhy MacGregor, Amy Massingale, Kelsea Meyers, jam
Acarov Rosa, Cassidy Scott, Payton Shrum, Erin Sprowls, Rachel WanI
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the student COLLECyvE

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Winter 2015

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Winter 2015

TEAM ROSTER

Emily Arellanos, Justine Benner, Nicole Blizzard, Kaycee Creech, Sacle Elliot, Kimberly Frost, Favin
Headings, Haylee Hutzler, Kaitlin Jamieson, Matney jamieson, Julie Litchlield, Bailey McDevitt, Sammy

Joshua Caddel, Jonathan Doutt, Chris Fedler, Mason Green-Richards, Dylan Hamlett, Brendan Jones, JJ

Lacey, Isaac Lec, Kajahn Patton, Willie Perkins, Thomas Rico, Rvan Thistlewood, Felix Tsai, Jacoby Wolfe

Naluai, Anjenae Torregana
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TRACK & FIELD

LACROSSE

Spring 2016

TEAM ROSTER

TEAM ROSTER

Michael Armour, Colin Atchison, Zach Bibb, Ryan Braclen, Gavin Bryan, Dakota Buhler, Alyssa Burch
Rilev Bushnell, Alex Canchola, Raychel Rojas, Kaylce Copeland, Elizabeth Cruich.shank, Allison Dalzell,
Caleb Dalzell, Sarah Davies, Kylee DeLong, Jesse DeLucia, Spencer Elmore, Taylor Fehlman, Grace

Ferguson, Micaiah Fischer, Grant Forsyth, Sarah Frazier, Devin Geiger, Thomas Gomes, Asia Greene,
David Guild, Emily Hamilton, Nehemiah Heye, TJ Haimoto, Dakota Hipes, Ben Hortaleza, Chi istian
Hughes, Thomas Hughes, Matnev jamieson, Caleb Johnstonc, Billy Jones, Denzel Jones ait in

.

Kereszturi, Sarah King, Stacy Kozlowski, Noah Lamadrid, Lis Larsen, Will Lawrence Vernon Lot , En ,

Lovd, Alex Lull, Kenny May, Grant McGill, Kenna Meinhart, Dallon Mendoza, Josh Ment oza, Jos
Jes;ica Miller, Allison Molstad, Kayla Moore, Michael Morikawa, Aidan Morrell, Henry Morris Coc i
Morton, Ethan Moser, James Nguyen, Seth Nonncnmacher, Christian Parr, Ethan Patterson, Josh ajne,
Elijah Pena, Kiel Phelps, Chris Polk, Lawrence Potts, Jon Proctor, Bryant Quinn, Juila R.stau, S.ei.

R.L„o„.Jovu,„i Robi„»„, Erin Rowland. Vlnorla Schrocder, A.l.n. SHuIE

Sruar., Ta.lor Suwa, Chl» To™lln»n, Winter Tunrbag., Alex Tyler, Ashlee Vox, KyI.e Weadte,ford,
Tobias Webb, Entil, Wilson, Jacoby Wolfe, Emily Woodward, Annie Wngbt, Mckenx.o Yo g

be fox

OEOBGE FOX
BEBBeefOX
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Spring 2016

Lauren Abshire, Yecenia Arrezola, Briltney Baird, Katelyn Bradshaw, Christine Doherty, MikaelaEasterlin
Miran<la Edwords, Erin Fetlig, Rachel Gibbs, Sydney Goo, Jess Hanson, Ashlie Hernandez, Alexa
Nakasbiniada, Alyssa PolTenroth, Lois Ray, Samanlha Ward, Marlissa Wingett

.s'i>

WOMEN'S TENNIS

■pr'

Spring 2016

MEN'S TENNIS

Spring 2016

TEAM ROSTER

TEAM ROSTER

Taylor Barnes, Emily Brink, Ali Diehl, Catrina Kwong, Kristen Mock, Andrea Motley, EllenPearson,
Elizabeth Suelzle, Ilsa Teppo, Sarah Tuemmler

Nick Ekern, Nicholas Grafton, Tristen Lerma, Chris Lilley, Mitchell Miyashiro, Vincent Viloria, Spencer
Watanabe
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SOFTBALL

BASEBALL

Spring 2016

Spring 2016

TEAM ROSTER

TEAM ROSTER

Nick Auld Dillon Biankensbip, Ethan Boughal, Bryan Branstatter, Brandon Casteel, Caylen Ciardy, Jalen
Dratb Mason Dunning, Kvle Esquerra, Connor Forsvlh, Tvler Hamilton, Nate Higa, Rowdy Huston,

Kayla Anderson, Julia Apodaca, Mailory Barber, Tawny Becker, Abble Bergerson, Kassia Brown, Ashley
Bunco, Melissa Charron, Isabella Cristclli, Sky Divinagracia, Haylcy Dolfay, Alyssa Gonzalez, Alyssa

Harris, Courtney Howard, Kat Hylton, Kimi Ito, Rachel LaRont, Sara Miller, Alex Parker, Alyssa Parra

Brock Jackson, Derek Johnson, Alex Jondal, Liam Kent, Cameron Lewis, Gabe Louthan, Riley McKcan,

Rebecca Pridmore, Madison Sorensen, Tia Llyehara, Annie Veatcb, Amanda Woods

Sam Morlantl Clav Moll, Zachery Muenster, Kavdn Nannini, Connor Ncwell, Andrew Reichenbach, Zack
Rhoads Tvler Ridings, Gavin Speegle, Blake Stassi, Zach Stouder, Mikah Takashige, Jantzen Tamanaha,
Houston Thorn, Patrick Thorpe, Jake Thran, Jake Timlin, AJ Valencia, Colby Watilo, Ansel Webster,
Dustin Wells, Brandon Wileman, Jacob Woehler, Michael Ziccarelli
SftR-f'.'/l,
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ASC CENTRAL COMMITTEE
The student leaders who work to

ir^orm, impact, and involve.
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ASC CENTRAL COMMITTEE

2015-2016

.sd
Kvlc VVchslcr

Erika Lopez

. I.S'C President

.iSC ExcciiriycVicc President

Zach Larsen

Michael Peterson

I P oj Representation

IT

Commuter li^e

David Bogert
IT

Finance

Noelle Ho

VP oJMulticultural Life

It has been an incredible honor and blessing to serve on ASC this past school year. Since the beginning of Augu.st, our Central Com
mittee has been passionately pursuing what it means to serve the George Fox Community in a Christ-honoring way. Thank you for
a year of progress, joy, and enriching community. It has been our mission to incorporate a culture of transparent representation
throughout ASC this past year. Despite the immense amount of growth that has occurred within ASC this school year, there is still
plenty of work to be done. It saddens me to see my time at Fox come to an end, yet 1 am beyond excited for the promise and prog
ress that await the upcoming school year.

Returning students, come next semester with high expectations for ASC. Come with the willingness to get involved and to fulfill
the George Fox promise of'Being Known." And,above all else, come with expectations that God will do incredible things with your
time at this university. Step out a little further than you think you ever could, knowing Christ is taking tliose steps with you. Be
intentional with your relationships, keeping in mind that to truly be known means we must become vulnerable. Challenge yourself
to do these things, and your time here at Fox will be beautiful and deeply fulfilling. Do not take this time for granted.
Thank you again for this amazing year.
In Him,

Kyle Webster
ASC President
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Charlotte Gray

Lehman Pekkola

Stephanie St. Cyr

IT ofActivities &^PrOfjrams

IT ofMarketing i&.

Director of

Communications

Student Involvement
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STUDENTS
AK-x Ah.iii

Mifhafl Andrfws

iMallorv Barber

Kelsev Bennett

Jon Al>i U

Allison Anfflfs

Matthew Barclav

Jake Bennett

I-auivn Ahshirr

Than Anh Gailcv

Emilv Barclift

Kasin Bennett

JoM'ph Ai kfrrn.inn

Mit haiah Anncar

Jewellvn Bardwell

Kara Bergemann
Elizabeth Berger

Owi-ti A<Uir

-

I

Lanee Bare

l,\n(lsf\ .\tlatns

Bt-njamin Antt>nv

Leilani Barker

Canu*n )n Adams

Galeb Barlow
Emilv Barnard

Mat krn/ic- Atlix

Kristian Aplanti
Julia Apotiata
Jorff Arfii^a (^Ivfra

AJ Barndt

Abbie Bergerson
Andrew Bergh
Paige Bergstrom
Casev Berkey

krant'fst a Amiilar

Rfhfffa ArtlfIfanu

Tavlor Barnes

Emilv Bernards

Alvssa A^uilar
Yamillfls A^uilar loiiias

I-milv Art'llanfs

Sam Barnes

Mack Bertram-Gregory

RfIn-kah Arias

Moriah Barnincrham

Alex Betancourt

Nora Ai^iiirrt-

Marit ruz Arias

Ellisa Barr

Tyler Beuttler

Austin Adams

:m/. .

()livia Antonv

Asma AI harmi

Jonathan Arias

Stephaitie Barraoan

Micah Bevis

jt'sit a AKimv

Tohv Armas

Emma Barram

Sarali Allndda

Mifhafl Armour

Jamie Barrett

Kflsi'v AlluTtson

Graff Armstron^

Mt)riTan Bars

Mickina Biagi
Zachary Bibb
Jake Bibb

Karlv All>tTtson

Ross Armstrong

Lauren Bartholomew

Andrea Biddle

Marina Alt ala

Tia Arnth

Shelhv Bartram

Emma Bidwell

Jake Bienvenue

josf Alt ala

Isaaf Arnfson

Grant Basquez

Dflancv Altlous

Alanis Arnold

Lauren Bass

Sarah Biernacki

Sarah Aldric h

Yfffnia Arrczola

Kellv Bassetl

Samantha Biever

Alfxa Aldridm*
Slt-phi-n Alfxanian

Gass Arrutia

Bradlev Bauer

Marcco Bigoni

Tim Artikov

Koh Bauijnon

Rebekah Binderim

Rachfl Alfxanian

l lannah Ashhaugh

Lucas Baumaartner

Zacharv Bishop

Tanrif r AlilV

Gassif Ashfrait

Brandtm Baxiev

Courtnev Bither

Maggif Allf n

Karli Ashlcv

Svdnev Beadle

Rowan Blake

Michaf 1 Allf n

Bfthanv Ashlofk

Megan Beam

Emilv Blanchard

Bft ea Allfn

Lihhv Askfw

Jacob Beavers

Valissa Blanco

Mikavla Allfii

Golin Atfhison

Jose Becerra

Stfphfn Allfn

Ghasf Atkinson

Janeeta Beck

Shane Blaney
Dillon Blankenship

Britlanv Allt-n

Mirantla Atwootl

Emilv Becker

Nicole Blizzard

Haylfv Allt-n

I^aQuaf Aufhtman

Jade Becker

Emma Bloomquist

Ashlfv Allfn

Nifk Aultl

Tawny Becker

Adela Boanca

C] Allfv

Shanna Austin

Tvra Beckman

Jacob Bodge

Danif 1 Alon/t)

Antlif Avcrv

Caitlvn Beckman

Emma Boersma

Anna Alsaj^fr

Nathanacl Avers

Carter Bedsole

Mark Boettcher

Audrfv Alston

nawncll Bafkstrom

Hailev Beecher

Sara Boettcher

Rathf 1 Alston

Karina Badaliv

Kvlee BeecroFt

Simone Bogar

Audi-fv Alvaratlo

Sarah Badzik

Cora Beeman

David Bogert
Jamie Bohall

Matthfw Alvan-/

Alvssa Bahme

Amv Beerv

Gifnn Alvart-/

Brittnfv Baird

Lexie Began

Nicole Bohall

Calfb An

Ahhv Baker

Alexis Behrend

Jordan Boivin

Scan Antlf rsfn

Ghris Baker

Ashlev Behrens

Kavla Andfrson

Hrinn Baker

Marissa Beliel

Justin Bolanos
Maggie Bolden

Izzv Andfrson

Tara Baker

Gabe Benticid

Laura Boles

jazminf Andt-rson

Sarah Baker

Logan Benheld

Michael Boiler

Tori Antlt-rson

Alexantlria Baker

Nick Benish

Hunter Bomar

Claii'f Antlt-rson

Esther Baker

Janet Benitez

Chris Bones

Tina Andt-rson

Julia Baldwin

Jose Benitez

Adrian Bonner

Brianna Andrt-

Isiah Ball

Justine Benner

Drew Bontrager

Lindy Booth

Megan Buchanan

Miaomiao Cao

Kelsey Christiansen

Alex Cox

Matthew DeBiaso

Maxwell Do\N'ney

Jacob Borden

Zak Buckles

Yajin Cao

Emma Chrisiler

Caleb Cox

Janelle Decker

Missv Downs

Kaylee Borms

Gary Buckley

Alec Deering

Jalen Drath

Ashi*le\ Crablree

Kvle Degnian

Amy Drinnon

Karla Estrada

Brenn Borror

Dakota Buhler

Katie Craieheaci

David Degnan

Abbv Druird

Nike Evans

Brianna Borror

Brian Bump

Spencer Caraballo
Christopher Carbonaro
Alissa Carlough
Emily Carlson

F:van Cox

Suzanne Borror

Katie Buffum

Isabellc Cisneros

Deinitri Cranshaw

Drew DeHaven

Victor Duarte

Allie Evans

Megan Bos
Ethan Boughal

Chandler Carne

Liam Clancy

Jasniirn* Cransliaw

Juan Del lowitt

Casey Dudek

f:li/al)eth C ranston

RNan Dejager

Josephienne Duff

Carly Etving
Logan Eyestone

Chance Bounds

Ashley Bunce
Kaitlynn Burbank
Alyssa Burch

Ka\ t i-t* C

li

Tania Del Real

Kvlie Dummer

Autumn Fabel

Matt Bowe

Andrew Burcham

Lillian Carver

Jeremiah Crisp

Emilv Delanev

Courtncv DuMond

Andrew Fairrington

Isabella Cristelli

Ben Delanev

Chad Duncan

Ariana Faith

Annette Croda

I:mnia Delisle

Mason Dunning

Hannah Fajen

Anna C rossu hite

Erin Dellinger

Blake Christopher
Noah Chun

Brvan Chun-Sajcjui

Camilla Carpenter

Caylcn Clardv

Vanessa Carrillo

Jen Clark

Megan Clark

Josiah Bowen

Cheyenne Burchett

Ella Carver

Erika Clark

Melvin Bowers

John Burgess
Shianne Burhop

Dylan Clark

Zandin Burke

Calvinn Casaday
Brittany Casey
Michael Casey

Tosha Clem

Andy Burke

Brandon Casteel

Austin Coates

Elise Burks

Jake Castillo

Tyler Bowman
Courtney Boyd
Alex Boyd
Trevor Boyle
Bryce Boyle

Evan Clav

Chandler Coates

Katie Burks

Alexis Cavanaugh

Cody Coats

Sy Braaten

Matt Burley

Ty Cayatineto

Cody Coblentz

Ryan Braden
Cole Bradley
Katelyn Bradshaw

Natty Burmeister

Julia Burns

Sierra Brambila
Bianca Brambila

Amanda Burr

Joshua Cayetano
Jonathan Cedarleaf
Freddy Centeno

Micah Cole

Garrett Burr

McKenna Cerbana

Kathryn Cole

Kayl Burrow

Jesse Cetz

Allison Coleman

Austin Coburn
Austin Cole

Katie Brandao

Alex Burt

Cheryl Cha

Johnathan Coleman

Bryan Branstetter

Kylie Burton

Joshua Cha

Ryan Collin

Carrie Brawner

Mikaela Bray
Jason Brazel

Brynelle Bremner
Jordyn Brenneman
Jesse Bresser
Sarah Brewer

Daniel Briggs
Emily Brink
Rachel Brock

Elaine Brockhage

William Burton

Fatima Chacon Martinez

Jessica Combs

Katie Burton

Kara Chambers

Andv Comfort

Kayla Burts
Emylina Burunov
Chelsea Burunov

Riley Bushnell
Royce Butler
Alyssa Buxton
Shelby Byerly
Dylan Byrne
Jaynani Cababat

Kvlee DeLong

Brooke C mil kshank

Jesse DeLucia

rdizabeth Cruickshank

Matt Deming

Brandon Cruti lilield

Ruitjing Deng

Justin Dutton

Brandon Farrell

Delanev Cruz

Shimin Deng

Megan Dwier

Brandon Fast

Leo Cruz

Benjamin Cruz.
AJ C uildidortl

Guangjun Fan
Sarah Fankhauser

JeanneAnn Faris

E.nima Dennie

Kenny Dye

Nicole Fawn er

Sara Denny

Steph Dver

Mareesa Fawn er

Morgan Dent

Peter Dyke

Uriel Fazio-Gonzalez

Sarah Cuevas

TrevtM* DeEalatis

Abbey Eadie

Chris Fedler

Katie C ulbiTtson

Alicia Dethlefs

April Eakin

Tavlor Fehlman

Lizzy Culberlson

Amanda Diaz

Codv Earlv

Briyonna Felan

Briitanv Curtiss

Tavlor Dick

Morgan Earlv

Nicholas Felt

l.indsey Cutler

Jessica Dick

Mikaela Easterlin

Seth Fendt

Nick Cutter

Viv Diebel

Sierra Eaton

Cj-nthia Fenrich

Brendan Comiskey

El Dahlber^

Stephanie Chan
Carolyn Chanchaleune

Ryan Comstock
Greg Conan

Alexandra Diehl

Sophia Eaton

Grace Ferguson

Megan Dahlberg

Hannah DierdorfT

Sean Ebcrhardt

Alec Fernandez-Morales

Tara Daimler

Michaela Conlev

Keaton Dieter

Scth Edigcr

Kavlee Ferrell

Alec Chanes

Michael Chaney
Justin Chang
Micah Charleston
Melissa Charron

Daniel Connelly

Michelle Connolly
Caitlyn Connor
Cheyanne Connor

Dillon Chase

Jacob Consenz

Mark Chen

Konner Cook

Jessica Cadd

Kalissa Brooks

Xiaoru Chen

Jack Cook

Micaela Brophy

Jordan Caddel
Josh Caddel

Lian Chen

Damian Cook

Simeon Brown

Zack Caddock

Annie Chen

Kassia Brown

Jiaxuan Cai

Qilin Chen

Kristen Brown

Yixin Cai

Xue Chen

Bridget Brown

Marcy Calavan

Chumeng Chen

Jeff Brown

Madison Caldwell

Hannah Chesnutt

David Calkins

James Chi

Aiden Coomer

Khadija Bruce

Noemi Camacho

Tyler Chin

Evan Cooney
Josue Cooper
Kaylee Cooper
Margaret Cooper
Kaylee Copeland
David Corbett-Furgal

Willie Bruckcr

John Cameron

Nani Chisebuka

Caleb Corbin

Erin Brudi

Heather Cameron

Nkumbu Chisebuka

Nathan Corliss

Blake Brunetti

William Cammack

Daniel Cho

Jay Cornwell

Isaac Bruns

Drew Camp

Alex Christensen

Jissel Coronel Arrezola

Sydney Christensen

Meghan Cortner

Brenna Brutscher

Sandra Campbell
Mackenzie Campbell

Caleb Christensen

Blake Countryman

Gavin Bryan

Linda Canate

Katelynn Courtney

Teresa Bryant

Alex Canchola

Bethany Christensen
Courtney Christensen

Chandler Brutscher

AJ Falkner

Fell Cruii kshank

Madison Dunning
Jordvn Dunseatli
Kvlie DuppentJtaler
Danvle Duprav

Sabra Chambers

Cassidv Brons

Luke Brubaker

Josiah Esper
Brecken Esper
Kyle Esquerra

Madison Cox

Madi Dalbeck

Jamie Dillingham

Keaton Edtvards

Sophia Dale

Anna Dirkse

Miranda Edwords

Jake Ferrier
Caitlin Fettig

Noah Egger

Erin Fettig

Hannah Daleskv

Skv Divinagracia

Caleb Dalzell

Joe Djanga

Nick Ekern

Anna Finn

Allison Dalzell

Phuong Do

Ryan Elder

Micaiah Fischer

Janet Dan

Emilv Dobrinski

Kristin Elich

Colin Daniel

Emileigh Dobrowski

Mindy Ellerby

Jennifer Daniel

Brette Dodson

Sade Elliott

Trevor Daniels

Kelsev Dody

Jazmyn Elliott

Esther Daum

Christine Doherty

Aaron Elliott

Emily Davenport

Jordan Dohman

Mary Ann Ellis

Austin Fish
Shawn Fisher

Makayla Fitchett
Dominick Fix-Gonzalez

Jacob Flaherty
Miranda Fletcher

Jacquelen Flores
Angelo Florez
Jasmine Florez

Nik Davey

Doug Dole

Clark Ellis

Kayla Davidson

Havlcv Dolfay

Shelby Ellis

Sarah Davies

Sandi Dominguez

Taylor Ellis

Elizabeth Davis

Devon Donahue
Kirsti Doolin

Spencer Elmore
Rosey Elting

Lindscv Doran

McKinzie Elton

Darian Forbes

Isaac Davis

Conor Foley
Lauren Fong

Joi elyn Davis
Amy Davis

Tyler Doran

Alex Embleton

Connor Fors\th

Brandon Davis

Garrett Dornfeld

Jordan Emerich

Grant Forsyth

Whitney Davis

Daniel Dorshimer

Sarah Emerson

Christine Forsvth

Alexaniler Davis

Jessica Dotson

Brvan Fosmire

Megan Davison

Lilly Dougalas

Sam Engelman
Joel Enterline

Andrew Foster

Chloe Davvson

Johnathan Doutt

Austin Erickson

Emily Foster

Christy de Vos

Nathan Downer

Melissa Escalona

Mary Foster

Angelo Fotinopoulos

Katie Garvison

Charlotte Gray

Savannah Hamilton

Macldit' I lavs

Idnilv I liscox

Abi Eluhta

Kaicheng I le

William Hisct>x

Kaisa Huhla

Jessica Hull

Melissa Fox

Pablo Gaspar-Lopez

Chris Grav

Dvlan Hamlell

Rachel Fox

Hailee Gates

Daniel Grazian

Israel j-lammond

Simone I le

Noi lle I lo

James Frahm

Roman Gayduchik

Morgan Greaney

Joseph Hampton

Wei He

Annette Ho

Nick Hull

Taylor Fraker

Julie Geer

Kevin Greco

lavin I K-atlings

Samuel Hoard

Elizabeth Hull
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Thank you for a great year!

This book wouldn't be what it is without participation from the student body.
Our goal in this project was to make it feel inclusive, and for everyone to

Ty Ward
Tri-Cities, Washington

WRITER

feel they were represented in one way or another. We appreciate everyone's
involvement, and hope that this book will be an accurate representation of your
experience this year.
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